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ABSTRACT
The arc of the thesis is direct measurement of polymer chain properties with
potent fluorescence methods (single-molecule-sensitive spectroscopy or sin-
gle particle resolution microscopy techniques) imported from other interdis-
ciplinary sciences and applied successfully to polymer physics problems for
the first time.
The focus is an important theme in equilibrium polymer physics - chain
structure and dynamics at solid-liquid interfaces and confined geometries,
respectively. The role of polymer dynamics and fluctuations on the topolog-
ical confinement formed by entanglement strands in a polymer solution, as
experienced by a particle of comparable size is also investigated. These ques-
tions are fundamental in many scientific and technical applications, includ-
ing adhesion, interdiffusion, friction, the mechanical behavior of composite
and nanocomposite materials, and functional properties of other kinds. The
experimental investigations involve development of novel fluorescence tech-
niques of spectroscopy, microscopy and image analysis with single molecule
sensitivity and/or single particle accuracy. Use of these techniques allow
access to phenomena occurring at a wide range of length scales and time
scales, characteristic of problems in macromolecular physics. Single parti-
cle tracking experiments also show advantages of unearthing distribution of
individual particle dynamics within an ensemble.
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1.1 Objective and significance
Research presented here is aimed at a new experimental approach to interfa-
cial polymer dynamics - direct measurement of polymer properties (structure,
dynamics and fluctuation) at solid-liquid interface and confined geometries.
This required experimental capabilities to access a range of time scales (from
10−3 sec to 104 sec) and length scales from (3nm to 30 µm), sometimes in
the same experiment. This dynamic accessability has been achieved by using
novel experimental platforms of fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy;
sometimes with Fluorescence recovery after photobleach (FRAP), sometimes
with Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and sometimes with single
particle tracking (SPT). While all these techniques have been around for two
decades and have proved to be of great value towards uncovering mysteries
in Biophysics, the work here highlights and demonstrates their successful
cross-fertilization in problems unique to polymer physics.
This chapter is partially reproduced from Granick, S.; Kumar, S.K.; Amis, E. J.; An-
tonietti, M.; Balazs, A. C.; Chakraborty, A. K.; Grest, G. S.; Hawker, C. J.; Janmey, P.;
Kramer, E. J.; Nuzzo, R.; Russell, T. P.; Safinya, C. R. Macromolecules at surfaces: Re-
search challenges and opportunities from tribology to biology, Journal of Polymer Science
Part B-Polymer Physics, 2003, 41, 2755-2793 and Granick S.; Bae S.C.; Wang B.; Kumar
S.; Guan J.; Yu C.;Chen, K; Kuo, J. Single-molecule methods in polymer science,Journal
of Polymer Science Part B: Polymer Physics, 2010, 48, 2542-2543.
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The leap has been achieved by tailoring of different techniques to the re-
quirements of question at hand. It involved nuanced breakthroughs, some-
times in multiple but complimentary areas:
1. Technical: Marriage of traditional tools of confinement (the surface
forces apparatus (SFA)) with FRAP, specific end-labeling with long-
lived lanthanide dyes in context of FRET with Time resolved lifetime
measurements and Total internal reflection microscopy (TIRF) and use
of sub-image acquisition to break camera frame rate barrier in SPT.
2. Analytical: Reconciliation of wide bimodal chain dynamics with a sin-
gle, intermediate experimental time resolution allowed by FRAP, de-
convolution of long chain end-to-end distance with a fixed size res-
olution of FRET and using multivariate analysis to decipher caging
dynamics in SPT.
3. System choice: Use of liquid polymer melt (PDMS) under confinement
at room temperature to detect surface-proximal slow dynamics, use
of lanthanide donor dyes in FRET (LRET) together with long chain
but strongly-silica adsorbed PEG molecules, and use of huge molecular
weight PEO to form entangled solutions at small concentrations with
big meshes.
A 2007 NSF sponsored report [62] to ”explore emerging research opportu-
nities and areas that are ripe for innovation in the field of polymer science and
engineering over the next decade..” concluded that “the dynamics of single
chain or single particles, in particular their diffusion and Brownian motion,
at the same length scale at different surfaces is a very difficult problem that
we must address”. It also added “The applicability of (spectroscopic tech-
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niques and specific labeling) is only at its infancy.” The work presented here
demonstrates the first strategic success in this direction
1.2 Polymers at boundaries
Research on macromolecules at interfaces is at crossroads of excellent tech-
nical competance of the 21st century, an all consuming interest in consumer
plastics and solutions and awakening about life-supporting macromolecules;
a state of active growth is sustained by broad recognition of the importance
of macromolecular science and technology over a range of length scales and
time scales spanning the molecular to the macroscopic and is driven by the
unprecedented availability of new tools for chemical synthesis, physical char-
acterization and theoretical analysis, which are leading to rapidly expanding
scientific understanding.
The following categories of problems, broad in their definition and not
at all exhaustive, were recognized as individual focus group of research by
a comprehensive review on interfacial polymer science almost a decade ago
[35]. They are showcased in an effort to give scope and background to their
simplest representative interpretation studied in the thesis.
1.2.1 Chain dynamics under confinement
Properties ranging from chain structure and thermodynamics to chemical
reactivity are found to change as polymers are confined within geometries
whose characteristic dimensions approach molecular dimensions. Polymer
dynamics, especially in the range of 1-100 nm, is increasingly recognized as
being responsible for emergence of novel material properties when combined
with surfaces of various kinds. There are major puzzles concerning the char-
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acteristic rates and mechanisms of molecular diffusion. The dynamics are
surely anisotropic: there is one rate of diffusion, for example, for molecules
crawling in the plane of the surface and there is another rate of diffusion for
traffic between surface and spaces farther away. How do these properties af-
fect the function of the polymer-based coating or polymer based lubricant or
polymers between two curved colloid surfaces in a nanocomposites? We are
now in a position to controllably confine polymers to desired gaps between
surfaces and study chain dynamics at single molecule sensitivity in the bulk.
If the two capabilities could be brought together, it could set the stage for
pursuit of a broad new array of fundamental scientific questions in this area.
1.2.2 Chain conformation at a solid-liquid interface
Polymer conformation at an interface always differs from the bulk. Macro-
molecules at liquid interfaces are ubiquitous in nature and technology. For
instance, many colloidal suspensions could not be dispersed or stabilized if
macromolecules were not present to provide steric repulsion against particle-
particle attraction. This mechanism is employed in features as diverse as
stabilization of particles in paints, of additives in motor oils or of fat globules
in milk. Likewise, the surfaces of biocompatible materials must be inert with
respect to proteins contained in the organism.
A vast amount of theoretical effort has been devoted to the description
of polymer conformation in equilibrium state. This provides fundamental
information needed to predict the surface-surface potential energy describing
the interaction of two surfaces or between surface and an adjoining fluid.
In addition, it has become of interest to understand the manner and kinet-
ics with which macromolecules form attachment with a surface, the nature
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of exchange between solution and adsorbed state and the dependence of
these issues on variables such as concentration, solvent quality, pH and ionic
strength. The conformation of molecules within monolayers at a surface is
potentially a simpler starting point. Intramolecular conformations and even
the local density of polymers in solution may be anisotropic in directions
parallel and normal to the surface and may vary with the distance normal
to that surface. The structure may be further influenced by the topologi-
cal and chemical heterogeneity of the surface itself. Single adsorbed chain
structural dynamics studied using computer simulations on corrugated sur-
face and fluorescence enquiry into single flexible chain dynamics potentially
can give valuable information.
1.2.3 Nanoparticle dynamics in polymer particle hybrids
The distinction between 3D macromolecules such as buckyballs and den-
drimers and nanoparticles is only semantic. At very small size scales, the
dividing line between nanoparticles and macromolecules blurs and perhaps
one should only focus on the 3D characteristics of the material. Such small
particles introduce large surface area and can markedly alter the properties
of the polymer.
Polymer nanoparticle hybrids offer a range of interesting opportunities by
combining the properties of the inorganics, such as magnetism, scratch resis-
tance or hardness with the flexibility or melt processability of the polymers.
As a result one can seriously contemplate scratch free glasses, flexible mag-
nets and high performance lightweight composites. The critical issues include
making the nanoparticles in a controlled way, bringing them homogeneously
in the polymer system and spatially organizing the particles in space. These
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composite systems are dominated by the behavior of polymers close to inter-
faces.
The dynamics of the particles themselves, also dominated by dynamics
of polymers surrounding them, have shown to affect the blend tension, vis-
cosity and elasticity. This problem also has a phenomenological similarity to
drug delivery cargos navigating their ways through a network of biopolymers,
sometimes bundled up as thick biopolymer fluid that severely deters delivery
of drugs as in case of cystic fibrosis.
1.3 Single molecule fluorescence methods
The field of polymers has seen few spatially resolved microscopy investiga-
tions at the level of single or just a few molecules probably because problems
requiring this resolution have not been identified. Unlike Biophysics, where
it is interesting and relevant to know (for example) the static distribution of
molecules between different organelles in a cell and how this changes in situ
with time, present-day polymer problems rarely carry, outside the subdisci-
pline of block copolymer morphology, this aspect of compartmentalization
over scales largely relative to wavelength of light.
Regarding dynamics however, the applicability becomes interesting. Since
now what matters is relative position, time-dependent changes can be quan-
tified with far better discrimination. Using FRET, it may be a distance of a
few nanometers. Using single molecule tracking to follow the Gaussian center
of a blurry diffraction-limited image, it may be a few nanometers to a few
tens of nanometers. Conformational mobility and transport can then be stud-
ied. It is interesting to consider why FRET techniques, discovered long ago
became popular only with the study of enzyme and other protein conforma-
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tional states; the reason is probably that these biomolecules present distinct
conformational states, the steps between which can be discriminated from
background noise. Similarly, tracking the transport of individual polymer
molecules/particles in polymers is likely to be useful when moving molecules
are large enough that the molecule exceeds spatial resolution, as is really
only so now for biopolymers such as DNA and Actin.
One mustnt blindly insist on watching the same molecule. The technique
of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy averages over the course of time over
many molecules, each of them measured with single molecule sensitivity for
a short time. Other techniques like FRAP are sensitive to single molecule
dynamics following “bleach” of a subpopulation containing them, the ad-
vantage being long observation times. Both these techniques are of great
conceptual importance that allow one to accumulate large statistics, more
than one could accumulate for a single molecule. There is a great potential
in developing, for polymer science, the few molecule approach.
1.3.1 Organization
This thesis is organized in four chapters, the specifics of each work summa-
rized here for easy reference.
Chapter 2
Confined chain center-of-mass diffusion is directly studied using fluorescence
recovery after photobleach (FRAP) in liquid polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
melt sandwiched down to few radius of gyration (Rg) thin films in an opti-
cal measurement enabled surface forces apparatus (omSFA). Starting with
larger melt thickness showing bulk-like dynamics, emergence of bimodal pop-
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ulation dynamics is observed around thickness of ∼ 8Rg separation that be-
comes increasingly sluggish with decreasing thickness. This is taken to be
a dynamic signature of confinement phenomena where neither the surface-
adjacent layer's formation nor its sluggish dynamics can be explained by
prior surface adsorption of monomers. Control of relative population en-
gaged in bimodality is shown by changing rate of confinement. We also report
proximity-based communication between surface and chains in sluggish layer
and trickle down surface-communication to farther, faster chains elucidating
structural continuity amidst bifurcating dynamics under confinement.
Chapter 3
The advantages and limitations of time-resolved lanthanide resonance energy
transfer (LRET) to infer polymer end-to-end chain conformations in the ad-
sorbed state are introduced. Implemented here for synthetic polymers what
is considered to be the first time, this technique is applied to the untested
case of polyethylene glycol (PEG) adsorbed to quartz from aqueous solution
at various pH up to the point of desorption, preserving low surface coverage
at which a pancake conformation is anticipated. From this we learn that at
low pH where surface attraction is strongest, the data are consistent with a
self-avoiding random walk in two dimensions, but that higher pH reduces the
average end-to-end distance. This is interpreted as extension off the surface.
These conclusions were confirmed for monodisperse PEG samples of two de-
grees of polymerization, 3.5 and 10 kg/mol. We experimentally investigate
the assumption that weakly adsorbed PEG make increasingly fluffy pancakes
closer to desorption. We conclude that for the same pH, adsorption energy
per monomer is higher for the longer chain that makes a flatter pancake while
entropy dominates in shorter chains that make fluffier pancakes.
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Chapter 4
We describe a strategy to apply concurrent multivariate analysis to large
data sets of colloid trajectories recorded here in the well-defined, fluctuating
and space-filling environment of entangled polymer solutions. The idea is to
minimize conceptual bias in identifying localization or “caging” phenomenon
usually observed in guise of subdiffusion. This is accomplished by using dis-
tinct, parallel and independent criteria while monitoring their time and space
evolution to study properties of cage time and cage size. Ensemble average
measurements of these properties are shown to reconcile with average of full
distributions, also measured using distinct variables. To calculate ensemble-
averaged properties we use classic variables like mean square displacement
(MSD), Van Hove function, backscattering strength and identify a surpris-
ingly analytical variable called mean directional memory (MDM). The full
distributions are obtained using several automated strategies. The distribu-
tions are shown to have a finite variance underscoring spatial homogeneity
between probes while the MDM is seen to decay as a single exponential with
a characteristic decay time consistent with the average of the distribution.
All criteria used to identify caging point to a concurrent memory-loss or
decoherence due to environment fluctuations.
Chapter 5
We provide direct, optical trajectory based observation of size-dependent,
cage-hop nanoparticle dynamics of inert monodisperse colloids sparsely dis-
persed in entangled, high molecular weight PEO solutions. We tune the
relative size of nanoparticle with high sensitivity by changing tube diameter
(a function of polymer concentration in solution) at constant particle size
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R. When the nanoparticle size is relatively higher than the tube diameter,
the dynamics agrees with constraint release mechanism dictated by whole
chain reptation dynamics. However, when the nanoparticle size is compa-
rable or lower than the tube diameter, the particle dynamics dramatically
decouples to be several orders in magnitude faster than constraining chain
dynamics. The short time decoupling in particle dynamics is found to dictate
the long time diffusion coefficient, which is underestimated by ignoring these
size-dependent effects. In the second half of the paper, we find the subd-
iffusive dynamics of particle at all network length scales investigated to be
self-similar. The self-similarity helps quantify the onset of Fickian dynamics,
which in addition to showing a dependence on particle relative size is also
seen decoupling from system decoherence time.
1.4 Scope
Restraining to equilibrium problems probed in this thesis and leaving out
equally interesting questions on non-equilibrium chain dynamics within the
same experimental and system purview, the following future work is exam-
ined together with challenges involved.
With regards to further enquiries into the chain dynamics in confined sce-
narios using FRAP, the parameter space includes chain molecular weight,
confinement rate, interaction between surface and polymer, and confinement
of increased dimension. With larger polymers, the relaxation time of surface-
proximal chains is much larger and hence challenging to measure. Extremely
slow dynamics are also a problem with entangled chains and surfaces with
engineered attraction. The role of confinement rate is briefly explored but
not systematically. The biggest challenge in engaging a fast rate of confine-
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ment is onset of non-equilibrium effects and aging, both of which affect the
stability and thickness of the confined film. An interesting and achievable
short-term goal is to study the effect of a repulsive surface on confinement.
Mica surfaces coated with high molecular weight polystyrene (for example)
could provide an ideal system to decouple surface pinning effects. Observa-
tion of bimodality in dynamics upon confinement in such a scenario could be
definitive verdict on the role of surface pinnings in onset of dynamic confine-
ment behavior.
The limitations and advantages of using LRET will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 3 to measure end-to-end distances of adsorbed synthetic poly-
mers. The main limitation remains the Fo¨rster distance that determines the
range of distances that can be resolved. Current dye pairs limit the Fo¨rster
distance to about 6-8 nm. Hence, I maintain that study of long chain poly-
mers with FRET techniques is not promising. However, relative end-to-end
distances of short chain polymers can be measured with confidence. A major
development forward would be to perform this experiment with confidence
of single molecule imaging which would give us the full distribution of end-
to-end distances instead of measuring an ensemble-averaged efficiency of en-
ergy transfer with information about ensemble-averaged end-to-end distance.
This sidelines the limitations posed by Fo¨rster radius in distance resolution,
especially for large polymers. The challenge remains in photostability of the
dyes used, site-specific labeling of a large flexible polymer with dyes and the
dynamics of intrachain and chain end-motion averaged over frame rate of the
camera.
Dynamics of small particles in entangled polymer networks provide a host
of future work that can be accomplished with relative ease. The parame-
ter space is really large with particle size, shape, deformability, presence of
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solvent and interaction between particle and polymer. Changing the surface
functional group on a 100-nm colloid to study effect of repulsive or attrac-
tive surface is a short-term goal. However, high molecular weight flexible
polymers available to be confidently entangled and ideally behaved for long
times remains a tricky area. PEO with all its versatility is not as ideally be-
haved as hydrophobic polymers due to amphiphilic character of its backbone.
Confirmation of studied behavior in a homopolymer with an uncomplicated
monomer would be reassuring.
In terms of using rod like particles, gold nanorods with Surface Plasmon
resonance enhanced fluorescence and monodisperse cylindrical viruses remain
an attractive option. Gold nanorods provide excellent control of size ratio
while the viruses are extremely bright and easily labeled. The big roadblock
in moving from polymer solutions to studying melts at various temperatures
(for example, to establish activation) remains in synthesizing monodisperse
and small particles in the range of 1-10 nm that can also be imaged with
confidence. The only attractive option is dendrimers and gold nanospheres.
Dendrimers remain vastly available in hydrophilic chemistry and hence their
inculcation into traditional hydrophobic melts awaits synthetic innovation
while gold nanospheres are largely dispersity-challenged.
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CHAPTER 2
CHAIN DIFFUSION IN CONFINED
POLYMER MELTS
2.1 Introduction
How does a polymer chain diffuse in a confined thin film? The question of
dynamic quench imposed on melt chains by proximity to a surface has been
of outstanding interest in studies of glass transition in thin films [44, 66],
shear response of confined polymeric fluids [40], and wall induced ordering of
chain backbones [28, 39]. The area of study is also clearly relevant to many
other diverse physical phenomena, among them stress response of polymer
coatings, slip plane in processing [4] and spreading of lubrication [61, 101].
We set out to experimentally probe two specific questions about chain be-
havior in a thin polymer film. First, can surface adsorption explain chain
retardation in a thin film sandwiched between two surfaces? Second, what
roles do the unadsorbed chains play in this confined geometry? Fig.2.1 helps
visualize a physical picture of melt near surfaces in context of these questions.
At a melt-solid interface, all melt chain segments have an equal propensity
to adsorb at the interface. In this dynamic yet degenerate state of equilib-
rium, chains might exist with varied degree of interaction with the surface.
Some must be adsorbed strongly via many segments (black chain Fig.2.1b),
some weakly attached via lesser segments (red chain) while others must indi-
rectly loop through such strongly attached segments. This effect of “surface
pinning” [18] must decay as one moves away from the surface to the point
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where the chain remains completely uninfluenced. At an unopposed surface,
motion of these surface-attached (or adsorbed) chains must be understand-
ably retarded due to the entropic impediments presented by surface and
neighboring chains. However, when a second opposing surface is introduced
within separations of a few radius of gyration (Rg), the surface-attached
chains must now interact with each other mediated by the unattached chains
(Fig.2.1c). This interdigitated state upon confinement could possibly lead to
increased dynamic impediment or even arrest in addition to possible increase
in monomeric friction [99] . This picture of structural continuity is then in
conflict with the prevalent, simplistic picture of polymer thin film mobility
existing in two states; a non-interactive bulk-like layer sandwiched between
two surface-“immobilized” layers. In asking the two questions stated above,
we experimentally test main assumptions in the two-state model.
We report on several key findings. First, we show that a surface-adjacent
slow yet mobile layer is formed dynamically when two surfaces are separated
down to a few molecular dimensions (Fig.2.1c). Neither the sluggishness of
these chains nor their formation can be explained by their surface-adsorbed
counterparts present in absence of confinement (Fig.2.1b). Changing the rate
of confinement is shown to affect the mobility and the thickness of this slow
layer. Second, we show that the slow layer is made up of chains with different
mobility. We see a strong dependence of mobility in this layer on its thickness,
in other words chain proximity to direct surface attachment. Third, we show
that the faster population of chains sandwiched between these layers is not
dynamically independent of the slow layer. We see a positive correlation
between the two motilities at the onset of confinement. A structurally and




Figure 2.1: Experimental setup and measurements.
A. Bulk unentangled polymer chains in a melt. B. Surface adsorbed polymer
melts chains. Black chain is pinned directly to surface due to adsorption with
higher number of contacts. Red chain loops through the black chain with less
number of surface adsorbed segments but nonetheless indirectly pinned to surface.
Away from surface, blue chains are no longer attached to the surface directly
or indirectly. C. Confined polymer melt chains, shown sandwiched between two
opposed mica surfaces forming a circular contact of area ∼200 µm. Blue lines show
laser beam focused in the polymer melt to enable FRAP measurements, focus spot
size ∼300nm. The confined thin film brings together two surface-adsorbed layer of
chains at separations of several radius of gyration.
2.2 Materials and Methods
The experiment described here is a first direct study of chain center-of-mass
diffusion in polymer melt sandwiched between two atomically flat surfaces
separated down to few Rg. The principle of the measurement is fluorescence
recovery after photobleach (FRAP) [3], performed here for the first time
within a surface forces apparatus (SFA). The main idea of this technique is
that following “bleaching” of a spot with fluorescent molecules using a high
power laser beam (5mW), a low power laser beam (5µW) records the rate
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of fluorescence intensity recovery with time as the neighboring unbleached
molecules diffuse in. Spatially resolved measurements within thin film were
made possible with diffraction-limited Gaussian focus spots of submicron size
(300 nm). The technique is described in detail elsewhere [93], but briefly a
small homebuilt SFA was placed on the sample stage of a Zeiss microscope
(Axiovert 200). A high NA objective (Zeiss, 63X, and NA 0.75) focused
a 488 nm CW laser beam into the contact between opposed mica sheets
containing fluorescent polymer melt. The emission was collected through the
same objective into photo detectors. Multilayer dielectric coatings replaced
the silver sheets normally used for interferometeric measurement of surface
spacing. Thirteen alternating layers of HfO2 and SiO3 were deposited on
mica to produce high reflectivity in region 600-800 nm (to determine surface
separation by multiple-beam interferometry) and a near-transparent window
in the region 400-600 nm (to allow fluorescence excitation and emission).
Phosphorus pentoxide was kept inside the enclosed and sealed apparatus to
scavenge rogue moisture during the experiment.
The usual force balance experiment measures interactions between two
smoothly curved mica surfaces, as sketched in Fig.2.1c. Several deviant but
important strategies were adopted to capture continuous transition in surface
separation between confined and unconfined thin film states while reliably
measuring the slow dynamics of the former. Firstly, measuring localized dy-
namics extending to the curved edges of the final contact was adopted where
transition into larger surface separations was accessible As the surfaces sep-
arated by polymeric melt are pressed together, fluid drains smoothly until
oscillatory forces of alternate attraction and repulsion appear; these forces
arise from tendency of polymer backbones to form layers parallel to the sur-
face [39]. In our experiments, a soft glue (lightly cross linked, optically
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transparent PDMS) underneath the mica sheets deformed instead resulting
in a circular contact area of diameter ∼200µm of small separation which is
much larger than the diameter of laser beam at focus (∼300nm) giving local
dynamics information. Secondly, it was important to avoid the tremendous
influence localized pressure can have on dynamics in confined fluids [60].
The softness (Youngs modulus) of cross-linked PDMS glue was adjusted to
be few MPa. In addition, no external load was applied (final peak load ∼1.2
mN) and the surfaces allowed coming together into contact under thermal
and capillary forces to negligible peak pressure in the Hertzian contact (∼10
kPa). Initial separations of 1-2 µm between surfaces would come in con-
tact in about 12-18 hours making the maximum approach rate to be at the
order of 0.3 A˚/s, and is termed henceforth as “quasi-equilibrated” rate of
confinement. Small variability in thermal vibrations ensured new final thick-
nesses each time the experiment was repeated to form a new contact area.
Lastly, very long experimental times (up to 9 hours) were necessary to record
complete recovery; this required the film thickness to be stable throughout.
When curved surfaces flatten upon contact, the film thickness was “equili-
brated” for 12 more hours and monitored to remain unchanged (thickness
difference of <1 A˚) before, during and after the FRAP measurements.
To reliably measure center of mass dynamics of polymer melt at room
temperature and to avoid complications with change in glass transition tem-
perature upon confinement [44], low molecular weight PDMS (5500 g/mol,
PDI 1.1, Scientific Polymer Products, Tg =150K) was chosen. Amine ter-
minated PDMS (5200 g/mol, PDI 1.1, SPP) was covalently coupled with a
hydrophobic dye (BODIPY FL succinimidyl ester, 389.16 g/mol) in chloro-
form. The sample was extracted of free dyes as described in [93] and mixed
with unlabeled PDMS in the ratio 1:1000 to ensure high signal to noise ra-
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tio (∼10) even at smallest film thicknesses. The labeled sample showed bulk
diffusion constant of 6 µm2/s in control FCS experiments, consistent with lit-
erature data [31] and reassuring negligible effect of dye labeling. Bulk FRAP
measurements were performed on the sample with different “bleach times”
(Tb) and different “sampling times” (Ts) to optimize parameters for best
signal to noise and dynamic range for the thin film experiments (supporting
information). All experiments described henceforth were measured using Tb
= 30 ms and Ts= 1 s.
2.3 Results
Following fluorescence bleach focused at PDMS melt samples, the recorded
intensity recovery is plotted in Fig.2.2a, normalized with its post bleach
intensity and represented as a fraction of its pre-bleach intensity [3]. The
bulk PDMS melt recovery data is shown as a black line. For all other data
curves representing thin films formed in the SFA, it is obvious that the longest
time scale of recovery, or the time it takes for the intensity to reach its pre-
bleach value (IN=1), increases by several orders of magnitude, lasting up to
9-10 hours. What is not so obvious is that the characteristic time of diffusion,
which can be scaled with the time at which the recovery reaches one half of
its pre bleach intensity does not seem to follow the same scale of retardation.
The open symbols represent curves formed with “quasi-equilibrated” rate of
confinement while the pink squares represent a comparable thickness film
formed with an initial step rate of 500nm/s. We return to the effect of rate
of compression in the later part of the chapter and focus our attention first
on recovery in “quasi-equilibrated” thin films.
The large separation in time scales for the rate of initial and the whole
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Figure 2.2: FRAP measurement curves.
A. Experimental curves showing fluorescence intensity recovery following spot
bleach in bulk (black line), 100 nm (grey circles), 9 nm film (blue triangles) all
formed at “quasi equilibrated” rate. Pink squares are from a 14 nm film formed
at a higher initial step rate of 500 nm/s.. Intensity is normalized with initial value
and shown as a fraction of pre-bleach value.
B. Fitting using two component FRAP recovery equation, shown here data and
fitting in logarithmic scale for time and double logarithmic scale for intensity. 100
nm (black circles), 16 nm (red upward triangles) and 9 nm (downward triangle)
films are shown, splayed in y-axis for clarity.
film intensity recovery makes us wary of experimental caveats. Could the
glue or mica surface underneath have auto fluorescence that would recover
at a retarded timescale? The cross-linked PDMS glue was optically trans-
parent with no detectable laser absorption or fluorescence emission while
experiments with bare mica indeed showed weak auto fluorescence at laser
excitation wavelength (488 nm). To avoid any error due to mica autofluores-
cence, large dry contacts of dry mica were first bleached for 10 minutes with
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a low NA objective during which mica surfaces were irrecoverably bleached.
Possible reversible or irreversible photobleaching of the dye [17] could pro-
duce erroneous results especially during long experiments. To avoid this,
after first 100 seconds of data acquisition, a programmed shutter that ac-
quired data for 5 seconds before shutting off for next 10 minutes was used for
the longer recovery. No photobleaching was detected during the 5 seconds
leading us to believe photobleaching was experimentally avoided. Retarded
diffusion due to preferential dye adsorption on mica surface is ruled out owing
to several control experiments to detect surface excess intensity as described
in previous experiments [60, 93].
The FRAP curves at larger thicknesses could be well fit with a single
component recovery but curves of thinner films were decidedly fit with a 2
component recovery. To abstain from subjectivity, all curves were fit with
a 2-component recovery equation, with a variable fraction, f, describing the
population of the faster dynamics. The fractionated normalized recovery is
then given by
IN = f [1 − 1
1 + tτ1 ] + (1 − f) [1 − 11 + tτ2 ] (2.1)
Where, τ is the time when intensity recovers 50% and is called the half-time
recovery and is related to diffusion coefficient for the specific population via




τ 1 and τ 2 are the half time of recovery for each population respectively, τD is
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the characteristic time of diffusion and β is an overestimation parameter as
described in [3] that depends on the initial depth of bleach. Validation of as-
sumptions in using Eq. 1 for the large time-range of dynamics measured here
is described in the supporting information (Section A). For equal emphasis
on recovery over all four decades in time, curves were fit over equidistant data
in logarithmic scale. Single and double logarithmic form of recovery function
was fit for differential emphasis on slow and fast dynamics respectively. Both
fitting strategies gave robust and similar results and extremely good fits as
shown for the latter case in the Fig.2.2b. We note that our measurement
is sensitive only to diffusion occurring parallel to 2D confining surfaces (SI,
Section C) and we rule out possibility of a anomalous diffusion (SI, Section
B).
With doubts about experimental and curve-fitting artifacts assuaged, we
now analyze the results obtained using (2.1). Top panel of Fig.2.3 shows
in red and black open squares the characteristic times of diffusion, τD1 and
τD2, measured for the fast and slow population respectively. They reflect
what we intuitively notice in the raw data curves. Both τD1 and τD2 are
enhanced as the film becomes thinner, however to varying degrees. At the
limit of large thickness (>20 nm), the film dynamics is completely dominated
by bulk like diffusion, denoted by red dash line. A few percent (up to 5%
in population) of the thick films recovery time was retarded. The origin of
this retardation was easily confirmed to be from mica-adsorbed melt chains
in absence of confinement (Fig. 2.1b). Independent experiments with melt
of known thickness deposited on unopposed mica surface showed recovery
curves dominated by dynamics of this adsorbed layer. The results obtained
from these experiments are shown with green crosses in Fig.2.3, top panel
and agree with previous experimental result [93]. The green dash line gives
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the time scale of diffusion of these adsorbed chains.
Now we turn our attention to the thinner separations in the same figure.
Starting around 16.8 nm (∼8 Rg), both τD1 and τD2 slow down. The re-
tardation of τD2 is a remarkable six magnitudes of order compared to bulk
characteristic times of diffusion (red dash line) and about three orders in
magnitude compared to the adsorbed chain diffusion (green dash line). Re-
tardation in τD1 is comparatively mild. The onset of this dramatic bifur-
cation in dynamics is consistent with (and maybe precedes) studies showing
widely recognized increase of confinement-induced elastic forces in thin films,
around 4-6 Rg [40]. It could be earlier than those reported in older studies
because the stiffness of springs routinely used for force measurements in SFA
and AFM determines the instrument (in) sensitivity to measure onset of
weak elastic forces. The confinement induced retardation picture however
is incomplete without commentary on the relative population of chains with
diffusion times of τD1 ≪≪ τD2, henceforth called populations with the fast
and slow dynamics respectively.
In Fig.2.3, we plot d1 and d2, the fast and slow layers represented as
their constitutive thickness. Two unexpected observations stand out. Both
the slow and fast population drained out to form thinner films, at constant
but dissimilar rates. More importantly, the average ratio of slow to fast
population remained remarkably constant to about 20-25% in thicknesses
from 8-4 Rg. From classical picture of fluid being squeezed out to form
increasingly thin films, we expected the faster chains to become sparse while
the slower surface-adhered chains to remain constant. We argue then that
the absence of this observation points to dynamic formation of slow layer
that depends on how the film is made. Instead of measuring dynamics of
the same film being continuously confined to smaller thicknesses, we form
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Figure 2.3: Characteristic diffusion time and relative thickness.
Top panel: Fast diffusion time τD1 (red triangles) and slow diffusion time τD2
(black squares) of confined thin films in SFA at various thicknesses. Unconfined
thin films of PDMS were coated on unopposed mica to get adsorbed chain diffusion
time (green crosses). Red line shows bulk diffusion time in 3D and green line
adsorbed diffusion time from 3D measurements.
Bottom panel: d1 (red triangles) and d2 (black squares) are absolute population
of slow and fast chains with diffusion time τD2 and τD1 respectively, shown here
for really thin films from 4-8 Rg. Black and blue lines are linear fits to the data
with slopes of 0.78 and 0.22 respectively.
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different films (6 experiments) with slow but infinitesimally different rates of
confinement. Hence the slightly thinner film in our experiments is speculated
to have a slightly slower rate of confinement giving rise to a slightly lower
population of slow chains. This idea is then starkly different than having
a constant surface-perturbed slow population of chains independent of the
films history of formation. The logical extension of the argument then is that
the slow chains are formed dynamically, whose thickness and mobility then
depend on both the film thickness and its history. If this is indeed true, a
higher rate of confinement should lead to higher population of slow chains.
We prove the same with a control experiment.
In top panel of Fig.2.4, we plot τD2 as a function of d2. Blue hexagons rep-
resent results from quasi-equilibrated films while pink squares are results from
a control experiment where films were formed with a higher rate of compres-
sion (initial step rate of 500 nm/sec followed by equilibration). We believe
in both cases, chains remain unperturbed [18] since τD2 remains comparable
and thinnest films are > 2Rg. While we see a decided negative correlation
between dynamics of the slow layer and its detected thickness in both cases,
what stands out is > 100% increase in d2 for comparable values of τD2 at the
higher rate of compression. This finding is important since it implies dynamic
control of d2 (the slow layer thickness) by changing the rate of confinement
while categorically proving that the population of slow chains increases in
confined films with higher rates of compression. It reminds one of analogous
processes in glassy arrest [26] with dynamics being controllable via rate of
temperature quench.
Now we turn to the structure-property relationship seen as negative cor-
relation between τD2 and d2. Firstly, it negates the argument that slower
population of chains could be evenly distributed in the thin film. A smaller
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Figure 2.4: Inter-relation of relaxation times and sublayer thickness.
Top Panel: Negative correlation between characteristic time of diffusion τD2 and
thickness of slow layer d2 for films formed with “quasi-equilibrated” rate (blue
hexagons) and those with step load of 500 nm/s (pink squares).
Bottom panel: Positive correlation between characteristic diffusion time of fast
populationτD1 and slow population τD2 in confined thin film experiments upon
confinement. Dash line shows τD1bulk 3D diffusion of the polymer melt.
population wouldnt necessarily be slower in that case. Secondly, it confirms
what we intuitively expect from Fig.2.1. Chains with variable degrees of
“surface-pinning” should behave varied dynamics. In other words, a thinner
(increasingly surface-adjacent) layer should be more dynamically retarded,
which should show up as a negative correlation. Change in slow layer thick-
ness from 1Rg to about 2Rg (2.1 to 4.2 nm [2]), fastens the dynamics of the
slow layer by about one and a half order in magnitude.
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2.4 Discussion
Why do chains with varied degree of attachment to the surface should show
one average rate of diffusion, instead of continuous rates of recovery leading
to anomalous diffusion? In distinguishing different rates of recovery from
each other, signal to noise plays an important role. It has been studied that
extremely good signal to noise ratios are required to distinguish between rates
that differ from each other by a factor of 10 [32]. Owing to surface-adjacent
layers of only a few nanometers, the signal to noise from the slow population
was probably not enough to tell sub layer dynamics. Also it is prudent to ask
if these findings are consistent with backbone density oscillations of siloxane
polymers studied under mica confinement that start at separations of 3-4
backbone diameters [39]. With the “quasi-equilibrated” confined thin films,
the slow population thickness ranged from 2Rg -Rg translating into surface-
adjacent layer of about 3-2 backbone diameters per surface. Thus, increased
segmental density could be an added source of chain retardation. However,
it is unclear if the backbone densification phenomena measured using force
measurements are onset only at thickness of said diameters or pre-exist at
thicknesses larger than 2Rg.
Now we turn to enquire into the relationship of unattached fast chains to
the slow surface-affected chains. Bottom panel of Fig.2.4 shows the effect of
τD2 on τD1. As confinement is introduced τD1 of 5.5kg/mol PDMS sample in-
creases dramatically from bulk value of 3 ms to about 40 ms, the latter being
dynamic equivalent of bulk diffusion rate of 50kg/mol PDMS. It is notewor-
thy that while 5.5kg/mol chain is unentangled in the bulk, 50kg/mol PDMS
has about 3 entanglements per chain. Thus, it appears that the surface-
attached chains that have slower and slower dynamics are indeed mediated
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through the previously “unattached” chains, which suddenly show retarda-
tion attributable to bulk entangled chains. This is a pleasant revelation
because the surface-adjacent slow chains and the bulk-like fast chains have
always been assumed to exist independently of each other and the interface
was assumed to be structurally discrete while we show that their dynamic
bimodality underlies structural continuity.
If we crudely envision the average relaxation time of surface adjacent
layer to be true for every single chain present in the slow layer and perform
equally crude calculations of entanglement molecular weight Me ∼ ρRT /Ge ∼
ρRT /ητR, we get a value of about 6 kg/mol, half of the bulk entanglement
molecular weight -also seen true of confined PPMS systems in our past stud-
ies [40]. Instead, if we ask how many entanglements should a bulk entangled
PDMS chain have to justify the measured slow layer confinement dynamics
assuming bulk like monomer friction coefficient, we get a magic number of
74, which suggests every chemical monomer (M0=74 g/mol) in the slow layer
is pinned to the surface (directly or indirectly). Both these calculations point
to a case of higher surface-induced entanglements although the numbers are
educated guess at this point.
We are unsure of the origin of bimodal dynamics when there seems to be a
dynamic communication throughout the confined film. The surface adjacent
layer of the confined film arguably goes into dynamic arrest requiring sev-
eral cooperatively rearranging regions, the activation energy of which decays
away from the surface to reach a critical threshold determined by thermal
energy. This threshold could give rise to structural continuity but dynamic
bimodality. More theoretical and simulation studies on confined chain diffu-
sion could possibly shed more light on this confinement induced activation
energy barriers. We show that using controlled rate of compression, the thick-
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ness of these surface adjacent chains can be reduced. A systematic study of
rate of compression is not undertaken, but plausibility of completely avoiding
surface-retarded chains is tempting. The role of surface energy of adsorption
(5-6kT per monomer in PDMS-mica system) in determining said rates of
compression and depth of retardation in dynamics is also worthy of pursuit.
Behavior of entangled polymer melts, controlled study of rate of confinement
and changing the surface-melt interaction and effect of surface roughness are




USING FRAP TECHNIQUES TO DETECT HETEROGENOUS
DYNAMICS
FRAP is a useful measurement technique for dynamics but it involves many
important criteria that need to be satisfied before its use. Here we outline how
to test the violation of these criteria in a sample with unknown dynamics, how
to use the violations to our advantage in some cases where they are required
and how to correct for the overestimation in measured dynamics that is a
consequence of said violation. We provide background, specific case of thin
film dynamics, calculation of overestimation factor, test of violation and two
examples for the same in what follows. This is increasingly important in




Two timescales are introduced in a FRAP measurement instrumentation.
Tb is the bleach time for which an intense laser creates a photobleached area
in the sample, Ts is the sampling time at which recovery is recorded post
bleach. The sample with a single diffusion coefficient D is characterized by a





The intensity of the bleach beam Ib and the bleach time Tb uniquely de-
termine the extent of bleaching
K = αIbTb (2.3)
The recovery response of the sample then depends on the extent of bleach;
the recovery is delayed with deeper bleaches. This K dependence of recovery
is reconciled with the constant, K-independent τD, using a “half time of
recovery” t1/2 in the normalized recovery
IN (t) = I (t) = 1 − 1
1 + ( tt1/2) (2.4)
where
IN (t) = I (t) − I (0)
I (−∞) − I (0)
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and
t1/2 = β (K) τD (2.5)
β ≥ 1 and serves as an overestimation parameter when K increases in response
to increase in Ib or Tb. This qualitative trend among parameters however
assumes the following:
1. During the bleach time Tb, there is negligible motion in the sample. In
other words a lower limit of Tb < 0.1τD is recommended [3].
2. Sample time Ts be smaller than τD for a Ts independent determination
of τD. In our experience Ts = 0.1 − 0.3τD is the recommended upper
limit of Ts.
3. The motion is strictly lateral, a safe assumption while using high NA
objective.
If any one of the above assumptions in violated, an unexpected inter-relationship
between parameters Tb, K and t1/2 will be recovered from the results.
In traditional experiments with one sample τD, the scale of Tb and Ts
determine the lower limit of recovery time we can faithfully characterize using
FRAP, making FRAP more suitable for “slow” dynamics. “Slow” is relative
to measurement capabilities of lowering Tb and Ts while maintaining an
effective bleach depth K and acceptable S/N . Case in point, for 5.2k PDMS
in bulk with D = 5.71 ± 0.45µm2/s, τD is 3ms for ω = 0.235µm Gaussian
bleach spot. To faithfully detect this we need Tb to be at most 0.3 ms and
Ts to be at most 0.3-1 ms.
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SPECIFIC CASE OF THIN FILM DYNAMICS
When measuring thin film dynamics where bulk like dynamics coexist with
retarded recovery dynamics lasting up to 9 hours, faithfully sampling both
timescales remains a challenge. Surface-adjacent layers recovering with τD ∼
3000s will be sampled ineffectively at limits of Tb and Ts optimized more
for bulk recovery times. It is rendered a more complicated problem in the
face of limited signal to noise inherent from an elusive, surface-adjacent slow
layer, only few nanometers thick. To circumvent these issues and faithfully
determine the retarded dynamics, we willfully violate criteria 1 and 2 in
adopting an intermediate value of bleach and sample time such that τD1 < Tb,
Ts ≪ τD2 and compute the overestimation factor experimentally for bulk
samples with known diffusion coefficients. The overestimation factor helps
us correct the faster dynamics measured with violated parameters.
OVERESTIMATION FACTOR
Equation (2.5) can be reinterpreted in cases where criteria 1 and 2 are violated
as follows:
β (K) = β1 (Tb)β2 (Ts)β3 (K) (2.6)
where
β1 = overestimation in τD due to long bleach times during which sample is
diffusing around
β2 = overestimation in τD due to long sampling times during which sample
is diffusing around
β3 (K) = traditional β (K) as per (2.5) and [3]
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TEST OF CRITERIA VIOLATION IN SAMPLES WITH UNKNOWN
DIFFUSION
If an increase in Tb or Ts leads to a decrease in K and a simultaneous increase
in t1/2, then criteria 1 or 2 respectively is in violation. We note that this trend
is opposite of that expected from (2.3). The reason for this is implied in [3]
and explained explicitly in Section D.
EXAMPLE A: Violation of criteria 1. Tb > τD at constant Ts 5.2kg/mol
PDMS tagged with BODIPY dye are mixed with untagged 5.2kg/mol PDMS
chains in the ratio 1:1000. As mentioned earlier, τD for this polymer is
3ms and these measurements are acquired at Ts= 1ms while systematically
changing Tb. From Fig.2.5, at a Tb = 30 ms t1/2 = 0.15 sec. For Ts = 1 ms
Figure 2.5: Bleach time dependence of half time and bleach depth.
Bleach depth K and half time as a function of changing bleach time for 5.2kg/mol
PDMS bulk sample. Ts = 1 ms.
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< τD, β2 (Ts) ∼ 1. β = 0.15/0.003 = 50 = β1β3. From the graph, we can also
estimate the value of t1/2 for a Tb = 0.3 ms which will give us an estimate
of β3. By fitting the above data to a power law an estimated β3 ∼ 1.2 − 1.5
was obtained.
EXAMPLE B: Violation of criteria 1 and 2, change in Ts. At a sampling
time of 1sec at Tb = 30 ms t1/2 = 2.66 s. β = β1β2β3 = 2.66/0.003 = 886
from which follows β2 = 17.72. From the magnitudes of β1, β2, β3, it is
also straightforward to assess the extent of overestimation from violation of
criteria 1, criteria 2 and the laser power. At thin film experimental conditions
of Tb = 30 ms and Ts = 1 s, β1 = 50 and β2 ∼ 18 are the dominant factors
of overestimation for bulk dynamics. However, within the same film a t1/2
= 3000 sec will be free from violation of criteria 1 and 2 and thus will be
overestimated by merely β3 (K) = 1.2 − 1.5 which now is only dependent on
power of laser bleach beam.
2.5.2 Section B
We also carried out experimental time window dependent analysis (on a log-
arithmic time scale) of the slower dynamics. This was to rule out anomalous
diffusion for the slower population characterized by a time dependent rate of
recovery [29].
2.5.3 Section C
FRAP equation gives the average recovery time in 2D and does not give
any information about diffusion perpendicular to confining surfaces. The
thickness of our confined films is at least three orders in magnitude smaller
our contact area, effectively making it a 2D experimental system. More im-
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Figure 2.6: Half time dependence on sampling time.
Half time of recovery for 5.2k PDMS bulk sample as a function of sampling time
at Tb = 30 ms.
portantly, the z bleach-length of our laser beam is several micrometers and
hence, any chain diffusion perpendicular to surfaces cannot lead to fluores-
cence recovery. Hence in principle, we are only sensitive to diffusion occurring
parallel to 2D confining surfaces.
2.5.4 Section D
If sample molecules diffuse around during bleaching, the effective area of
bleach increases beyond the beam diameter as bleached molecules constantly
move out and are replaced by unbleached molecules that subsequently get
bleached out. This mixing leads to a lower population of unbleached molecules
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leading to shallower bleach with increasing bleaching time as opposed to the
opposite trend that one expects while bleaching longer. At the same time, the
probability that the area will be recovered with unbleached molecules goes
down increasing the recovery time, or effectively increasing the bleach diam-
eter. Similar arguments can be made for higher sampling times. The longer
one waits after bleach to take first data point (during which bulk molecules




TOWARDS DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF
END-TO-END DISTANCE OF SYNTHETIC
POLYMER NEAR THE ADSORPTION
TRANSITION
3.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces a new approach to measure the end-to-end distance
of adsorbed polymer chains; we focus on the untested case of dilute chain
under weak adsorption, seeking to measure just solid-polymer-solvent influ-
ences in the absence of polymer-polymer interactions. This generic problem
of polymer size underlies numerous properties of scientific and technologi-
cal interest alike, among them diffusion [77], reactivity [51] and response to
external stress [97] of polymers and their surface coatings. To understand
polymer surface conformations then becomes central to understanding the
interfacial role that polymers play in self-assembly, composite materials and
biomedicine [35]. Traditional methods (Neutron reflectivity [16], light or
neutron scattering [83], ellipsometry [55] and calorimetry [78]) lack the sen-
sitivity to measure chains adsorbed at interfaces at the low concentrations
needed to achieve the dilute limit. The end-to-end distance of flexible poly-
mers is smaller than the diffraction limit making them irresolvable under
optical microscopy [54]. Intrusive in-situ force microscopy has been achieved
This work is in collaboration with Dr. Sung Hoon Kim and Professor John A.
Katzenellenbogen from Department of Chemistry, University of Illinois, Urbana Cham-
paign.
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but remains more suited for solvent-less environment [82] strongly adsorbed
polyelectrolytes [65] in solvents.
The non-intrusive spectroscopic technique, Fo¨rster resonance energy trans-
fer (FRET) is invaluable to measure protein-protein distances in situ in the
range 10-100 A˚ [71] , but with synthetic polymers appears to be less gener-
ically applicable. The reasons that FRET has seen less application for syn-
thetic polymers appear to be several. First is a practical reason: the poor
labeling efficacy of hetero-dye pairs to the two ends of polymer chains. The
second reason is technical: reliable data analysis requires knowing the label-
ing ratio, but this is exceptionally difficult to measure directly. The third
reason is conceptual: FRET interpretation is simpler when the distance mea-
sured is monodisperse, but more complex when the conformation possesses
a wide distribution. To this, our discussion section calls attention for we
develop a strategy to account for the same.
A successful workaround to the first and second difficulties was suggested
long ago: the use of lanthanide donors for resonance energy transfer (LRET)
[72] applied mainly to biopolymers [63, 94]. The advantage is to discrimi-
nate signal from background. Resonance energy transfer (RET) is based on
energy transfer between donor and an acceptor dyes with spectral overlap
labeled to points of interest- for the present problem, the ends of polymer
chains (Fig.3.1). When a bi-functional synthetic polymer molecule is allowed
to react with two chemically-different dyes, the RET signal depends on dis-
criminating those molecules doubly-labeled with a donor on one end and an
acceptor on the other, yet the sample unavoidably also contains singly-labeled
chains with one sole acceptor or one sole donor. These contribute to back-
ground fluorescence and, in a normal FRET experiment (Fo¨rster resonance




Figure 3.1: LRET concept and time resolved lifetime measurement
technique
A. Bifunctional PEG chain is labeled with lanthanide based donor dye (green,
Tb-Chelate) and organic acceptor dye (red, Tetramethylrhodamine). B. Time
resolved lifetime measurement with time delay is explained. Following a short
pulse excitation from laser, chains labeled wrongly with just acceptor dye decay
in first few nanoseconds, which is avoided using time delay. Long lifetime donors
engage in energy transfer with their acceptors that lasts milliseconds and is usefully
discriminated.
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Lanthanide-based donors present two advantages. First, their sharp emis-
sion peaks (full width at half maximum FWHM ∼ 5 nm, Fig.3.2) allows
acceptor-dominated wavelength windows to be selected, windows in which
donor-only fluorescence bleed-through can be avoided. Second, their fluo-
rescence lifetimes of ms, rather than the ns characteristic of conventional
organic dyes, results in RET acceptor emission lifetimes of several hundred
µs. Using time domain lifetime measurement technique (Fig.3.1B) with time
delay, the acceptor-only fluorescence of an organic dye can be eliminated be-
cause it decays in the first few ns. To the best of our knowledge, previous
use of the LRET technique involved only biopolymers, not the random-walk
statistics studied in this chapter.
Figure 3.2: Emission spectra of Lanthanide donor dye.
Tb-Chelate emission spectra (green line) measured in MOPS buffer showing peaked
emission. Full width half maximum (FWHM) of peak at 540 nm is 5nm. Donor
emission is measured with 540-550 nm narrow bandpass (BP) filter (optical density
shown in black) while acceptor emission is measured in donor emission deprived
region of 550-560 nm with another BP filter (optical density shown in red).
We comment on a caveat of RET technique (both Fluorescence based and
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Lanthanide based) which should guide its use for polymer studies, as it did
with this one. RET is trusted to record relative changes in distance (digi-
tal conformation states of protein) than to measure unknown distance [71].
Many uncertainties like probe orientation, finite probe size, quantum effi-
ciency for complex donor etc. complicate absolute nanometry. LRET has
a unique advantage in some of these areas; the long lifetime donor averages
over all possible probe orientation (in globular protein) and end dynamics (in
flexible polymer). Notwithstanding when absolute distances are measured,
crystal structures of protein are used as trusted guides to compare and cal-
ibrate experimental measurements. We too use theoretical predictions of
end-to-end distances of polymers to the same effect and compare all our ex-
perimental results with them. More importantly, we will focus of any trends
in the comparison, rather than emphasize the absolute measurement.
The idea is then to develop LRET for well-understood case of bulk chains
and then exploit the techniques non-intrusive nature to study formerly inac-
cessible adsorbed states. Here we make in situ measurements on weakly ad-
sorbed chains in aqueous solution near their adsorption transition (Fig.3.6A).
Strongly adsorbed chains are predicted to take the often-reported perfect two
dimensional conformation where all segments are stuck to the surface- the
pancake [19] - [67]. As segment-surface adsorption energy is lowered, less seg-
ments are prone to stick to surface and dangle deeper into the solution with
complex hydrodynamics. The average end-to-end scalar distance ⟨R⟩E−E in
this case would differ from two dimensional and would also vary, depending
on the segment-surface attraction [19].
We selected a physical system in which the monomer-interface attraction
can be varied systematically. It is true that mixing with co-solvents or non-
solvents in various proportions could also produce such changes, but this
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would be at the expense of changing the solvent quality. Instead, we adopted
the approach of varying the density of potential adsorption sites in an aqueous
system where the pH controls this. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) adsorbed
onto quartz from aqueous solution in suitable buffers was selected. The PEG
monomer engages in hydrogen bonding with silanol groups on quartz [41]. By
changing pH of the buffer, the probability of this interaction changes, as the
higher the pH, the greater ionization of surface silanol groups adds charge
defects to the quartz surface, lowering the probability of monomer-surface
attachment (Fig.3.6A) [75, 78].
The lanthanide donor used was the Tb-chelate dye whose structure is
shown in Fig.3.1A. We selected a Tb-based dye over its Europium based
counterpart because it has a larger Stokes shift and higher emission intensity
[72]. The acceptor dye was selected to be tetramethylrhodamine (TMR), also
shown in Fig.3.1B. The buffer was 10mM MOPS, which does not interfere
with the energy transfer within the Tb-chelate and keeps the Tb ion stable
inside the Tb-complex in the donor. The stability of the Tb ion dictated the
accessible pH range, 6.5 to 8.0, as this criterion must be satisfied to preserve
constant long donor lifetime across all experiments. It is also important that
the bulky donor dye has good solubility in water and does not adsorb on
the interface. Hence a negatively charged donor was used and the acceptor
organic dye was selected to be zwitterionic.
3.2 Materials and Methods
Bi-functional (α-Thiol and ω-amine functionalized) polyethylene glycol of
molecular weight approximately 3.5 kg/mol (nominally Mn = 3.5 g/mol, Mw
= 3.8 g/mol, PDI 1.01) and 10.7 kg/mol(nominally Mn = 10.7 g/mol, Mw =
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10.8 g/mol, PDI 1.01) were purchased from Nanocs (NY, USA). Here, PDI
signifies polydispersity index. For bulk conformations, these molar masses
correspond to 26 and 78 Kuhn segments, respectively and their choice is
noted in discussion section.
Lanthanide donor dye was synthesized in the form of a Tb-DTPA (diethy-
lene triamine pentaacetic acid) chelate complex as described elsewhere [48]
and maleimide-functionalized TMR was purchased from Invitrogen. Quartz
cuvettes, microscope slides and coverslips used in this experiment were pur-
chased from Starna Cells Inc. and SPI supplies, respectively. Bandpass filters
of sharp cutoff were purchased (3rd Millenia series, Omega Optics) to create
a donor emission window of 540-550 nm and an acceptor emission window of
550-560 nm (OD shown in Fig.3.2 respectively).
3.2.1 Labeling
The 10.7 kg/mol PEG was labeled as follows: Tb-Quinoline-DTPA-NHS (1.0
mg, 1.0 µM) as shown in 3.1A was added into 10 kg/mol amine and thiol bi-
functionalized PEG (10 mg, 1.0 µM) in pH 7.0 TEAA (1 ml) containing 2 mg
TECP and continuously stirred for 1 hr at room temperature. This mixture
was transferred into 3kg/mol cutoff Amicon membrane filters and centrifuged
at 2000 rpm. The washing was repeated until no more color (green under
long wavelength UV lamp exposure) was observed. The MALDI-TOF for
the residue was determined as Mn = 11.45 kg/mol, Mw = 11.49 kg/mol,
and PDI = 1.00. Here, Mn and Mw are the number-average and weight-
average molecular weights, respectively. This residue was dissolved into water
(1 ml) containing NaHCO3 (0.5 mg, 6.0 µM) and TCEP (2 mg, 7.0 µM)
and maleimide-TMR (1.5 mg, 3.0 µM) was added to it. Reaction mixture
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was stirred for 8 hr at room temperature under nitrogen atmosphere. This
solution was again purified using 3kg/mol cutoff Amicon membrane filter.
The MALDI-TOF was measured after this step was Mn = 11.790 kg/mol,
Mw = 11.858 g/mole, and PDI 1.01. After washing, the residue was collected
and dried under nitrogen to afford reddish semi-solid (7.9 mg). The 3.5
kg/mol PEG was labeled with Tb-Quinoline-DTPA chelate NHS ester and
maleimide-TMR sequentially using the same procedure, giving MALDI-TOF
spectra nominally Mn = 3.818 kg/mol, Mw = 3.865 kg/mol, PDI 1.01; and
Mn = 3.950 kg/mol, Mw = 4.019 kg/mol, and PDI = 1.02.
3.2.2 Sample Preparation
1 µM solutions of 10 kg/mol and 3 kg/mol PEG were prepared by mixing
the labeled product with 10mM MOPS buffer. This is far below the overlap
concentration in bulk and surface to avoid intermolecular RET. The resulting
solution was pH = 7.1 and was further tuned to 6.5, 7.0, 7.5 and 8.0 by
addition of 1N HCl and NaOH. The ionic strength of all samples is estimated
to be close to 60 mM, implying the Debye screening length ∼1 nm, which is
close to the Kuhn length in solution. Samples of different pH were then
added to a 1 cm quartz cuvette and used for bulk experiments. For surface
experiments, solutions were sandwiched between a quartz 1 mm microscope
slide and a 170 µm thick quartz coverslip using a 120 µm standard spacer.
120 µl polymer solutions were dropped inside the spacer before closing the
coverslip carefully to avoid any air bubbles. All surface samples were left
for 12 hours of equilibration to ensure no shearing effects from the coverslip
drop.
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3.2.3 Time Domain Lifetime Measurements
For sample excitation, we used a 337 nm nitrogen laser (Laser Science Inc,
VSL-337ND-S), 1ns FWHM, pulsing at 30 Hz. For bulk experiments, the
1 cm path length cuvette containing sample solution was directly excited.
Surface experiments were performed in total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) mode, using a prism (Quartz) to produce an evanescent excitation
wave of decay length ∼ 200 nm at the thin quartz coverslip-water interface of
the sample. The TIRF geometry maximized signal from the adsorbed layer
and minimized background from rogue desorbed polymer. The illuminated
area was about 1 sq. cm. Average laser power at sample stage was about
10 mW. The fluorescence was collected using a 63x oil immersion objective
(Zeiss) with N.A. = 0.85. The fluorescence was then passed through band-
pass filters of donor and acceptor emission wavelengths appropriately and
transmitted via standard microscope optics to a sensitive photomultiplier,
PMT (Hamamatsu Photon counting head H7421) and collected further with
an MCS-32 computer card and software. The measurements were synchro-
nized with the laser pulsing. The bin size and the initial time delay was 5
µs. All data for polymer attached with only donor was measured with a 540-
550 bandpass (BP) filter while measurements for polymer attached with both
donor and acceptor was acquired using a 550-560 nm BP filter (Fig.3.2). The
acceptor emission window of 550-560 nm detected negligible bleed-through
when only-donor sample was excited. The curves were averaged for 20-30
minutes each in the surface experiment and for about 5 minutes in the bulk
experiment.
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3.2.4 Calculation of Fo¨rster radius
Both free Tb-chelate dye and Tb-chelate attached to polymer were observed
to fluoresce with distinctive peaks at 488 and 540 nm. Negligible quenching of
the dye due to PEG attachment was confirmed from the fact that lifetimes
of unattached donor dye in methanol, and donor attached to the PEG in
MOPS buffer, were 1.3 ms and 1.25 ms respectively. The surface adsorption
also caused marginal effect leading to donor lifetime of 1.2 ms. The 540 nm
emission peak was confirmed to overlap with the acceptor-TMR adsorption
spectrum forming a calculated overlap integral of
J = 3.35 × 10−13 cm3
M−1
(Fig.3.3). This led to a calculated [52] Fo¨rster radius, R0= 56 A˚ for the donor-
acceptor pair in MOPS buffer, which agrees reasonably with Tb-chelate-TMR
acceptor dye pair data in the literature. We note that in such calculations,
the quantum efficiency of the donor is assumed to be unity, by us as well as
by earlier works[71, 72].
3.2.5 Fitting Decay Curves
All curves were fit to single exponential decays (Fig.3.5B and Fig.3.6B). All
D-only curves presented a single exponential data after 100µs. The bulk and
surface data from the DA-labeled sample also presented a single exponential
provided we time delay the measurement by 100-200µs and 200- 300µs re-
spectively. The quartz walls of sample chamber and microscope slide contain
weak but broad fluorescence emission under UV exposure that dominated
decay curves for first few hundred seconds (Fig.3.4). We believe the data
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Figure 3.3: Calculating overlap integral
Emission of donor Tb-Chelate (green) overlayed with absorption spectra of TMR
(green) in MOPS buffer. The overlap intergral (area common to both curves) J is
calculated to be J = 3.35 × 10−13 cm3
M−1 giving a Fo¨rster radius of 56 A˚.
curve from samples involved in energy transfer to be affected by this noise
to a greater degree due to the small population of correctly labeled dilute
chains. We note that unlike normal FRET signals, the relative populations
of background and signal lifetimes were not given any special meaning in
this case since the signal separation in timescale is more meaningful and reli-
able. As a corollary, while a skeptic might argue that the contribution of the
component from RET might in cases seem small to be reliable, this would
not be a relevant standard of comparison, because our conclusions are based
on analyzing only the longest lifetimes, times so long that emission from the
sample cell and free acceptor dye had already decayed. The relevant lifetimes
used in the calculation are summarized in Fig.3.1.
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Consistent with the discussion so far, lifetime of donor-only labeled chain
is termed τD and the donor-acceptor labeled chains termed τDA hereafter.
Figure 3.4: Background emission from sample chambers
Fluorescence background emission of bulk (red) and surface (black) quartz sample
cell and quartz slide respectively filled with buffer without any PEG chains under
UV laser excitation. Quartz/buffer combination was observed to decay weakly
but significantly in the first 100 µs and 300 µs respectively in bulk and surface
experiments. Time delay was increased to avoid signal contamination.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Before discussing findings, it is appropriate to first consider what might have
gone wrong. Numerous control experiments were made to validate the suit-
ability of the system studied here. First, we checked for dye (TMR) adsorp-
tion onto quartz, and using a microscope equipped with the single-molecule
sensitivity needed for fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, found no resolv-
able intensity increase as the diffraction-limited focus was swept from the



























6.5	   1.25	   .8	   1.25	   .53	   1.17	   .76	   1.17	   .6	  
7.0	   1.25	   .8	   1.2	   .48	   1.16	   .74	   1.1	   .45	  
7.5	   1.25	   .82	   1.25	   .53	   1.15	   .71	   1.17	   .4	  
8.0	   1.25	   .82	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   1.25	   .70	   NA	   NA	  
Table 3.1: Measured lifetimes of fluorophores
Single exponential lifetime decay measured for various samples under various pH
conditions. Donor-only chains decayed with lifetime τD while donor-aceptor la-
beled PEG chains decayed with lifetime τDA
influence from rogue free dye, as it was so carefully extracted in the synthe-
sis procedure, and also because the residual contributions owing to random
collisions would possess rapid lifetimes, more rapid than would matter to
us, as we excluded the first 100 µs from analysis. Third, the chemical sta-
bility of the Tb ion in the donor dye complex, when polymer adsorbs, is
suggested by our observation that the free donor lifetime (1.3ms, data not
shown) is so close to that when this same dye is linked to bulk polymer
and the adsorbed polymer (Fig.3.1). Fourth, the 300 nm depth of the TIRF
evanescent UV excitation sampled a negligibly small quantity of bulk solu-
tion, small enough that the signal must come from adsorbed polymer. Also,
under our low pH conditions, the chains were confirmed by fluorescence cor-
relation spectroscopy experiments to move negligibly and not participate in
rapid desorption adsorption processes studied under higher pH conditions in
this lab [96]. Fifth, we note that as the method of data analysis relies on
convolution (explained shortly), doing so underestimates end-to-end chain
distances more and more the higher their absolute value [74]. The discussion
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below calls attention to this as this concept as it is central to using LRET
for flexible polymers with distributed end-to-end distances.
Selection of dye pair-solvent-polymer molecular weight is intricately con-
nected. The Fo¨rster distance (R0) dictates the useful range of molecular
weight in a resonance energy transfer study, as it is not possible to resolve
distances that greatly exceed it. For our dye pair in aqueous buffer, R0 = 56A˚
which implies that separations larger than roughly 1.3 times this could not be
resolved. Measurable distribution of chain-end separation (red line) is then
a convolution of the actual distribution P(r) (black line) and the efficiency
of energy transfer E(r) (Blue line) as shown in Fig.3.5A. Effectively, energy
transfer measures the average scalar distance Ra termed apparent end-to-end
distance given by this convolution.
R2a = ∫ ∞
0
r2E (r)P (r)dr (3.1)
where
E (r) = 1
1 + r6R0 (3.2)
For example, Fig.3.5A plots P(r) for a self-avoiding chain [67] in bulk with
candidate number of Kuhn monomers N = 78 and Kuhn length b = 11A˚ ,
which gives an average end-to-end distance of R = bN0.58 = 142A˚. When
measured with a Fo¨rster distance of R0 = 56A˚, the apparent end-to-end
distance is underestimated to be 62 A˚. Fo¨rster distance for our dye pair in
chloroform was found to be about half that in aqueous solution due to more
than a decade reduced extinction coefficient of TMR compared to that in
water (data now shown). We hence discarded the chlolorform system. It also
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explains our low molecular weights for PEG (3.5 kg/mol and 10.8 kg/mol)
compared to those in usual adsorption studies.
It is important that R0 and molecular weight chosen can resolve differences
between chain end-to-end distance in say, theta and good solvent in bulk.
The framework of convolution developed here gives an opportunity to test
the resolvability of predictions before starting an experiment. Known P (r)
can be chosen to discriminate between distributions also avoiding notorious
non-unique deconvolution based interpretations from measured distances.
3.3.1 Bulk Results
Fig.3.5B top panel shows representative semi logarithmic plots fluorescence
decay (open symbols) and their single exponential fits (red line) for 10.8
kg/mol PEG chains in bulk aqueous buffer at pH 7.0. The emission of
donor-only attached PEG molecules in bulk (gray open square) has lifetime
τD ∼ 1.2ms. One observes that lifetime due to energy transfer (navy open
circle) is shorter than the donor lifetime, i.e. τDA = 800µs < τD. For the
smaller molecular weight, τD showed no change while τDA = 500µs (data
not illustrated). We repeated the experiment for both molecular weights in
buffers of different pH from 6.5 to 8.0 (Fig.3.1). The ratio of reduced lifetime
to donor-only lifetime gives the efficiency of energy transfer E. Measured
end-to-end distance ra is then obtained using (3.2) which is then compared
with predicted value Ra calculated using candidate theoretical chain end dis-
tributions for P(r) namely, three dimensional self-avoiding walk (3D SAW)
and three dimensional random walk (3D RAW). (Fig.3.2)
We plot the ratio of measured value to the 3D SAW predictions in bot-
tom panel, fig3.5B for both molecular weights (3.5kg/mol in black circle,
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Figure 3.5: RET convolution and bulk measurements
A. Convolution (Red curve) of RET efficiency in detecting distances (E (r), blue
curve) with 3D SAW distribution (black curve) for chain with 78 Kuhn monomers
11 A˚ each . Average distance before (black dash line) and after (Red dash line)
convolution are 142 A˚and 63 A˚ respectively, given Fo¨rster distance of 56 A˚. B, top
panel: Intensity decay from 10.8 kg/mol PEG chains in aqueous buffer. Donor-
only chains decay with single exponential lifetime ∼1.2 ms (black open circles).






	  Probability	   10	  kg/mol	  
PEG	   3	  kg/mol	  	  PEG	  
RET	  
Eﬃciency	   E=1/(1+((R/56)6))	   RE-­‐E	  (Å)	   	  Ra	  (Å)	  	   RE-­‐E	  (Å)	   Ra	  (Å)	  
3D	  SAW	   (R/(bN0.59))0.28	  	  	  Exp	  [-­‐1.206*(R/(bN0.59))2.43]	   142	   63	   74.7	   51.2	  
2D	  SAW	   (R/(bN0.75))11/24	  	  	  Exp	  [-­‐0.421*(R/(bN0.75))4.0]	   289	   62	   126.7	   57.0	  
3D	  RAW	   (1/(bN0.5))3.0	  *	  Exp	  [-­‐1.5*(R/(bN0.5))2]	   93.3	   52.1	   56.0	   42.7	  
2D	  RAW	   (1/(bN0.5))2.0	  	  	  Exp	  [-­‐1.0*(R/(bN0.5))2]	   93.3	   46.0	   56.0	   39.6	  
Table 3.2: Effect of LRET convolution on end-to-end distances
Results of convolution of RET efficiency E (r) with statistical distritbution of self-
avoiding-walk (SAW) and random-walk (RAW) gave apparent end-to-end distance
(Ra) smaller than real end-to-end distance ⟨R⟩E−E
10kg/mol in red triangle). We see that measured values agree reasonably
well with predictions lending us to believe that our aqueous buffer acts like
athermal solvent for PEG, as expected. 3D RAW predictions were found
to seriously underestimate our findings. Importantly, we see no trend in
bulk end-to-end distance measured with pH. Finite size of our chains [23]
(N=26 and N=78) clearly are not near the infinite monomer assumption in
theoretical prediction and hence we see a correct trend of the shorter chain
overestimated to a greater degree. However, we do not dwell on absolute




Fig.3.6A reintroduces the conceptual problem at greater detail. For a chain
to be near adsorption transition the chain preferential energy gained upon
adsorption should be comparable to thermal energy. For really long chains,
even a weak preferential energy gain per segment leads to enormous enthalpy
gain per chain making their adsorption inevitably strong. Low molecular
weight chains used give us an opportunity to study adsorption transition
of weakly adsorbed adsorbed chains that are dominated by entropy near
adsorption transition. As segment-surface interaction becomes progressively
weaker, monomers come off the surface and chain is speculated to transition
from perfect 2D pancake structure to a fluffier pancake [19].
The strategy to drive the polymer preferential adsorption near its crit-
ical energy with unaffected solvent quality at constant temperature is ac-
complished here using aqueous quartz interface [41]. Quartz adsorbs PEG
by hydrogen bonding via surface Silanol groups. Changing the pH of the
buffer introduces anionic defects that lower the availability of Silanol adsorp-
tion sites driving the PEG towards weak adsorption and eventual desorption.
(Fig.3.6A). An entropy dominated mechanism would record a decreasing end-
to-end distance near desorption.
An intriguing question to ask further is if the crowding of silanol groups
(4.6/nm2) [41] at lower pH cause monomers to pack next to each other at
higher density than the bulk. The excluded area of such an adsorbed pan-
cake would be smaller, making end-to-end distance smaller than expected
at low pH. As pH increases, and silanol groups are lost at random, the ex-
cluded volume could recover leading to increase in end-to-end distance. This
would show in an increase in the measured end-to-end distances and can be
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Figure 3.6: Surface study and measurements.
A. Study of weakly adsorbed PEG chains adsorbed at buffer quartz interface.
Increase in buffer pH lowers the population of surface silanol groups (blue sites)
capable of hydrogen bonding with PEG monomers. Increase in anionic defects (red
sites) instead causes chains to adsorb more weakly. This is expected to change their
conformation from flat 2D pancakes to fluffy quasi-2D pancakes before eventual
desorption. Silanol groups are spaced closer than allowed monomer packing of
chains. They could alternatively increase the adsorbed chain excluded area with
increasing pH.
B. Top Panel: Intensity decay from 3.5 kg/mol PEG chains adsorbed on quartz
from aqueous buffer. Donor-only chains decay with single exponential lifetime ∼
1.1 ms (black open circles). Donor-acceptor chains decay with lifetime ∼ 400 µs.
All curves are fit with single exponential (red lines).
Bottom Panel: Ratio of measured and SAW predicted end-to-end distances of
quartz-adsorbed 3.5kg/mol PEG (black circles) and 10.8 kg/mol (red triangles).
2D predictions overestimate distances with increasing pH for both molecular
weights with stronger deviation for smaller molecular weight.
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discriminated from the former scenario with our technique.
Fig.3.6B top panel shows representative intensity decay data for donor-
only labeled chain (black line) and donor-acceptor labeled chain (blue line)
for 3.5kg/mol PEG at pH 7.5. Similar to bulk, the donor-only chain decays
with single exponential decay with lifetime τD ∼ 1.1ms, clearly seen with its
fitting (red straight line) on a semi logarithmic plot. The donor-acceptor
chain is also fit satisfactorily with a single exponential although noise levels
are relatively higher. τDA measured is 400µs and like in the bulk, efficiency of
energy transfer are calculated and concerted into distances. The experiment
is repeated at lower pH and for 10.8 kg/mol PEG. The measured lifetimes are
listed in Fig.3.1. The measured distances are compared with two dimensional
self-avoiding and random walk statistics (2D SAW and RAW respectively).
Again, 2D RAW seemed to underestimate findings.
A systematic increase in deviation from predicted 2D SAW distance is seen
for both molecular weights in Fig.3.6B bottom panel. The higher molecular
weight sample deviates less strongly than the lower molecular weight, and
remains adsorbed up to higher pH. For the lower molecular weight polymer,
the total enthalpy of adsorption is no longer significant enough at pH=8.0 and
hence it completely desorbs from the surface, giving no fluorescence signal.
We point out that the 10% change in detected distance masks a larger change
in real end-to-end distance as noted before and hence cannot be neglected.
We carefully considered the following explanations for this deviation before
rejecting them. Firstly, mobility of dye labeled ends of chains are known to
bias the distribution towards smaller distances and higher energy transfer
[69]. However, this is a valid problem where the lifetime of energy transfer
is comparable to time scale of chain end motion. The lifetime of lanthanide
donor being on the order of ∼1 ms would average all chain end motion (∼ns).
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Also, the mobility of surface adsorbed chain end is smaller than that of a bulk
chain. Lack of any deviation in bulk data invalidates the cause. Molecular
weight distribution of the purchased polymers can bias the result towards
smaller distances for RET but this deviation was found to be too small to
be significant. An altered Kuhn length upon adsorption could explain this
deviation. However, with increasing counter ion density near the charged
surface with higher pH, a chain can be argued to be stiffer but not more
flexible. Moreover, it has been shown that in high dielectric constant solvents
like water, monovalent ions like Na+ ions are well solvated and have no
effect on PEG bulk conformation [38]. Claim of a poor solvent near the
interface also fails for assuming a theta solution seriously underestimates the
measurement. The asymptotic assumption of infinitely long chain [23] used
to derive the probability distributions described in (3.2) might be invalid
for chains of Kuhn length 26 and 78 monomers. In this case, however, a
shorter chain would show a positive deviation. Lastly, scaling laws provide
with correct distributions but no numerical coefficients. Arguably, numerical
coefficient (O ∼1) for surface adsorbed PEG would scale our observation but
not explain the trend with pH.
Now we test the idea that high density of silanol groups on the surface
can reduce PEG excluded area (2D equivalent of excluded volume) which
would lead to a smaller measured end-to-end distance. A maximum density
of silanol groups on surface is 4.6/nm2 [41] which raises the possibility that
monomers (1 Kuhn monomer or 3 chemical monomers per nm2 in bulk [67])
pack more closely by hydrogen bonding to these surface-adsorbing sites. With
increasing pH, these silanol groups are ionized leaving less silanol groups to
bond with. In this scenario, we expect the excluded area to increase giving
a trend opposite to that seen. Hence, we reject this intriguing possibility of
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adsorption site density dictated excluded area.
The trend can be explained by acknowledging PEG adsorption on quartz
as weak where energy gained by each monomer is a δkT (0 < δ < 1). The com-
parison to 2D self-avoiding walk comes with expectation that all monomers
lie flat on the surface. While this assumption is true for a chain with seg-
ment surface interaction of several kT, a weaker interaction would imply that
segments can come off the surface with some probability, notably in loops
and end trails- a concept explored in theoretical studies. In such scenario, a
perfectly 2D pancake would take quasi-2D form with an increasing amounts
of chain dangling into the solution to distance D, as shown in Fig.3.7 top
panel inset [30, 67]. This would bring the end-to-end distance closer. This
line of reasoning is consistent with past studies of porous Silica at high pH
treated as a weakly adsorbing surface for PEG [30, 75, 78].
End-to-end distance ⟨R⟩E−E of this weakly adsorbed chain and its size per-
pendicular to it D clearly depends on the strength of monomer adsorption δ.
Assuming that chain desorbs when the energy gained per chain on adsorption
is comparable to kT and calculating the number of monomers adsorbed per
chain, one can calculate the relationship between ⟨R⟩E−E, D and δ. We plot
in Fig.3.7 top panel, the value of D and δ calculated thus for both molec-
ular weight PEGs. We performed the calculation for assumption of power
law form of monomer concentration [20] that envisions more monomers at
the surface than away from it (triangles) and the mean field assumption [67]
which assumes a uniform distribution of monomers on and away from the
surface (circles).
Unsurprisingly in Fig.3.7 top panel, the size D decreases as δ increases. The
power law in their interrelation relation is a consequence of their inter de-



























Figure 3.7: Pancake height vs sticking energy and adsorption energy
estimates per monomer.
Top panel: Estimated chain thickness relative to monomer size (D/b) perpen-
dicular to surface vs. strength of monomer adsorption energy δ. As strength of
attraction increases, monomers remain closer to surface. Triangles are predictions
from power law distribution of monomers while circles from mean field distribu-
tion. Maximum thickness measured near critical energy is close to bulk end-to-end
distance (short line on y axis). Black symbols represent 10.8 kg/mol PEG while
red symbols represent 3.5kg/mol. shorter chain has higher critical energy of des-
orption.
Bottom panel: Adsorption energy per until adsorption area for both chains at var-
ious pH. At constant pH, 10.8kg/mol PEG (black symbols) has higher adsorption
energy than 3.5 kg/mol (red symbol). Both chains underutilize adsorption energy
available on quartz as silanol groups, estimated with blue square-connected line.
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diately clear from experimental results that the critical energy of desorption
per monomer is higher for the low molecular weight PEG. The difference be-
tween D of the two molecular weight chains increases as they approach their
critical energy of desorption. Also, at the highest energy per monomer, D is
reasonably within the size of bulk PEG measured in both cases, indicated by
dash lines on y axis. We find that for the short molecular weights measured
in this experiments, the value of D is not markedly different between the two
assumptions of monomer concentration. However, the number of monomers
in contact with surface is lower in the mean-field assumption and hence it
logically follows that the energy calculated per monomer is higher compared
to power-law assumption in monomer concentration.
What is not so obviously noticeable in Fig.3.7 top panel is an implied
consequence of weak polymer adsorption. That is silica surface at constant
pH presents itself markedly differently to these two molecular weight PEGs.
To highlight this point, we plot the adsorption energy per square nanome-
ter calculated for PEG of 10.8 kg/mol (black triangle) and 3.5 kg/mol (red
triangle) against pH in Fig.3.7 bottom panel. At the same pH, the higher
molecular weight chain has a higher adsorption energy per unit adsorption
area (shorter D, flatter pancake). This implies that chain entropy exploration
is favorable to a shorter chain while enthalpy gain is favorable for the longer
chain at constant pH. This explains the seemingly trivial observation that
shorter chains desorb faster even though they could use the entropy slaved
dangling monomers to adsorb on surface and gain more enthalpy.
We now enquire into longstanding claim into the cause of desorption with
increasing pH, namely the lack of available silanol groups for hydrogen bond-
ing. We plot in Fig.3.7 bottom panel adsorption energy per square nanometer
available on quartz in the form of silanol groups ready to hydrogen bond (blue
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squares connected with line). XPS studies have estimated the change in ratio
of silanol groups SiOH and their ionized forms SiO- with increasing pH [25].
We assume a conservative value of 2kT adsorption energy for hydrogen bond
per available silanol site. We see that both the low molecular weight PEGs
we investigated underutilize the adsorption sites available to them. This is
reinforced by many studies on Quartz that calculate the amount of dehydro-
genation of Silanol groups at pH 8.0 to be about 10 − 20% compared to pH
6.0 [6, 25, 41]. With 80% silanol groups still available to hydrogen bond at
pH 8.0, the desorption of low molecular weight PEG does not seem be to for
unavailability of adsorption sites.
We surmise that the inability of low molecular PEG monomers to adsorb
to Quartz at mildly increased pH is triggered mainly due to counter ion dis-
placers in the vicinity of the charged surface. From pH 6.0 to 8.0 the zeta po-
tential of Quartz is measured to change by 100% while the calculated charge
density increases by similar scale [6, 25]. This doubling of the potential due
to addition of anionic defects increases the counter ion density that possibly
compete with hydrogen bonding monomers for the electrostatic proximity to
quartz surface. This result has support in simulation experiments [30].
3.4 Conclusions
The contributions of this study are twofold. First, it has presented a tech-
nique to measure chain conformation of dilute adsorbed polymers we are
unaware of no other candidate technique to do so, except possibly advanced
AFM techniques. This lanthanide-based fluorescence technique had been
known for biopolymer studies where macromolecules switch between a dis-
crete small number of allowed conformations, but this appear to be the first
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application to random walk statistics. We find that although the method
is limited to chains on the short side of molecular weight (dictated by the
Fo¨rster radius, which cannot be controlled), it allows inferences about chain
conformations with quantitative comparison to both known data and various
predictions in the literature.
Regarding conceptual problems, this technique has allowed us to inves-
tigate the assumption that weakly adsorbed PEG make increasingly fluﬄy
pancakes closer to desorption. The critical energy adsorption is higher for
a shorter polymer while the fluffiness of a longer polymer is smaller for the
same adsorption conditions. More importantly, we showed how the same
adsorption surface can present itself differently to polymers of different but
short length. This self-tuning of chain adsorption to a static interface has




BEYOND UNIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF
PROBE TRAJECTORIES IN CROWDED,
FLUCTUATING ENVIRONMENTS
4.1 Introduction
Current age of experimentally studying dynamics with advanced digital imag-
ing has transformed our ability to observe ensemble of interacting constituents
in crowded environments with increasing complexity at unprecedented detail
[5, 7, 34, 50, 58, 84, 87]. We can now record motion of probes of interest
one-by-one in real space and real time in vast quantities allowing not just
quantification of variations within populations but also complex temporal
fluctuations of individual elements. The valuable information offered by huge
data sets go beyond what can be obtained from the classic ensemble-averaged
approach and has often provided unexpected mechanistic insights. This ap-
proach of “deep” statistical imaging has already led to significant progress in
variety of fields, from physical sciences such as diffusion [14, 15, 34, 86, 87, 92]
and other dynamics in condensed matter [13, 84, 88] to biological sciences
such as ecology [79] and cell biology [8, 42, 76, 98]. Much important work re-
volves around improving experimental techniques to collect the data [68, 100].
Here, we ask a different question. How to analyze such data for complete
statistical distribution of probe dynamics beyond quantifying time evolution
This work is in collaboration with Chi Hang Boyce Tsang, Department of Physics,
University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign.
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of a single, ensemble-averaged variable? For many problems of simple diffu-
sion, but not all, it is reasonable to assume the probes extent of displacement
(or its first non-vanishing moment) to be the only order parameter of interest.
It is also reasonable to assume random fluctuations with some probabilistic
distribution around an average value for this order parameter. However,
dynamics in physical and biological worlds are often complex and heteroge-
neous that cannot be captured by this variable alone. When the statistical
character of the process changes intermittently with time due to stochas-
tic switching between coexisting and often competing microscopic processes
[5, 7, 8, 13–15, 34, 42, 50, 58, 76, 79, 84, 86–88, 92, 98] (leading to anticorre-
lated motion, for example [91] univariate analysis with averaging over these
distinct processes may give incomplete and misleading results.
Progress is impeded by a catch-22 set of roadblocks. First, there is paucity
of concurrent comparison of metrics of interest with distinct, independent
physical definition applied to the same experimental data so we get a holis-
tic view of the dynamics. Varied metrics commonly used in varied exper-
iments probing complex dynamics are mean square displacement (MSD)
[1, 46, 53, 59], non-Gaussian parameter (NGP) [36, 88], correlation func-
tions Bouzigues, Thompson, diffusion coefficient [80] and recently, directional
change [9]. While each of these performs well as a standalone definition for
certain particular systems, many recent studies are observing how even a
subset of two do not evolve simultaneously in time and space [36, 85, 87].
Second, we lack methods to identify properties of interest that are signature
of distinct physical processes and capture their full distribution, especially
in presence of noise in the data [8]. An ideal method would be automated to
handle large data sets, involve no judgment on the part of the analyst [46] and
resolve rapid and small dynamic changes [12]. Third, there is a lack of a reli-
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able experimental system for studying probe diffusion in crowded/fluctuating
environments [70]. A simple system will display spatially homogeneous probe
dynamics so the order parameter of interest has a finite variance in full dis-
tribution, giving its average a representative statistical meaning [64, 88, 92].
Ideally, it would also have known length scale of fluctuation. In practice,
often crowded systems probed are trademarked with spatial and temporal
inhomogeneity or with uncharacterized environment fluctuations [36, 85, 87],
a complexity that only adds to the first two troubles.
A delicate matter is to select a criterion by which to distinguish random
fluctuations from real changes in dynamics. Probes in crowded environments
are often visibly localized or “caged” at short time while constantly attempt-
ing delocalizing via a “hop” so as to randomize motion at long time (Fig.4.1
A and B). If the hop is statistically significant compared to the caged fluc-
tuations or the cages are spaced far apart [64, 88–90, 92], it is comparatively
easy to identify them although there is no general way to avoid judgment in
selecting these thresholds. Often, when the length scale of fluctuation is com-
parable to the probe size or the sample doesn’t have heterogeneous pockets of
higher porosity, the hops are not statistically indistinguishable [8, 45]. Here
the cage time calculated then is subject to definitions used for caging period
as well as the threshold used, if any. Also problematical is the time window
over which the selected variable of interest identify caging. Too short a time
window can exaggerate noise but too long sacrifices temporal resolution and
statistics. One needs to accumulate reliable statistics but rare and transient
events are too-readily averaged out, especially as reliability typically requires
at least hundreds of data points.
This chapter presents an experimental report and analyses of a simple
case of probe transport in fluctuating crowded environment, an inert colloid
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Figure 4.1: Probe trajectory, Mean square displacement and experimental
system
Trajectories of R=70 nm particle in 8.5 mg/ml (A) and 10.5 mg/ml (B) PEO
solution of molecular weight 8,000,000 g/mol. Trajectory color represents time
evolution from start (blue) to end (red). Scale bar is 160 nm. C. Ensemble mean
square displacement (MSD) of R=70 nm particle in 8.5 mg/ml (black circles),
9.5 mg/ml (blue circles) and 10.5 mg/ml (red circles) PEO solution of molecular
weight 8,000,000 g/. α is the slope of the double logarithmic curve that evolves
from sublinear values (0.15, green line) to a linear value (1, maroon line) with
time. D. Schematic representation of probe of size R diffusing in entangled polymer
solution.
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moving in entangled polymer solution as shown in Fig.4.1D. The advantage
of using this system is a well characterized length scale of fluctuation in
polymer solution [67] combined with the simplicity of matching a colloid
length scale to it. We show concurrent analyses of several distinct physical
criteria that show surprising, convergent results and help in identifying co-
evolution of physical processes that lead to subdiffusive to diffusive, ”cage-
hop” probe trajectories characterized by average properties of cage time and
cage size. We also affirm the relevance of the measured average by developing
algorithms to extract full distribution of these properties, again based on
distinct physical criteria and show them to have finite variance. Along the
way we report few surprise findings like loss of directional memory quantified
with a new variable mean directional memory (MDM) that has a convenient
analytical decay form of single exponential. We also show that exponential
tails in displacement distribution have their sole origin in (anti)correlated
displacements caused by collision with crowders.
The chapter is intended to highlight the concept of multivariate and distribution-
based analyses of cage-hop trajectory dynamics rather than detailing the
macromolecular physics that leads to these dynamics. The latter depends
on the complicated interaction between probe and the polymer [10] and is
beyond the scope of this chapter and will be focus of a future communication.
Although the methods used in this chapter are demonstrated using one ex-
perimental system, we believe the broad principles of looking for quantitative
probe dynamics in complex environment is applicable to a range of experi-
ments. The following discussion presents first the classic, ensemble-average
methods of analyzing many variables, then the algorithms used to detect the
underlying distribution, and concludes by generalizing the discussion over
results from various methods.
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4.2 Experimental Section
The system of choice is monodisperse polystyrene colloid, sulfate charge
stabilized (radius 70nm, 7% CV, Invitrogen) dispersed at picomolar con-
centration in entangled, high molecular weight PEO aqueous solution (Mw
8,000,000 kg/mol, Sigma Aldrich). Sulfate charged polystyrene colloids have
previously shown negligible adsorption of PEO chains [73] while their small
concentration is to ensure negligible colloid-colloid interaction. PEO was cho-
sen for its inert properties, high solubility in water and availability in large
molecular weight. Large molecular weight was needed so the polymer could
be entangled at small weight fractions (1.2-1.4%) and mesh sizes comparable
to probe size could be obtained to ensure transient caging. It was important
that polymer mesh sizes be comparable to 100 nm so monodisperse, fluores-
cently bright colloids could be used for epi-fluorescence microscopy. Many
studies have hypothesized hopping motion in such systems [10, 21, 43] but
the mechanism of cage break is still unclear. We did observe cage breaks
(termed “hops” here for convenience) as shown in Fig.4.1 A and B.
Careful protocols were followed and control experiments performed to en-
sure PEO solutions behave ideally and avoid aggregation problems notorious
in experiments of last decade[22]. Samples for imaging were prepared by
sandwiching the polymer solution between a cover-slip and a microscope slide
using a 120 µm spacer. The solutions were equilibrated at least 12 hours to
avoid shear effects of sealing with the cover-slip. Control experiments per-
formed up to 6 days after making the sample show relatively small aging
effects. Epi-fluorescence microscopy performed with high NA oil objective
(100X, Zeiss) was used to observe the particles with 532nm laser wavelength.
The particle positions were recorded with time resolution of 8 millisecond
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per frame in a sensitive EMCCD camera (Andor). Particle trajectories were
analyzed with home-built analysis code (Matlab) and our maximum drift was
found to be 5-7 nm/sec which does not affect the results at time scales rel-
evant to the discussion. Excellent signal-to-noise and microscopy conditions
ensured a spatial resolution less than 5 nm.
The experiment was carried at PEO concentrations ranging from (5 mg/ml
to 14 mg/ml at increments of 0.5 mg/ml) of which three representative con-
centrations will be discussed in this chapter namely 8.5 mg/ml, 9.5 mg/ml
and 10.5 mg/ml. These three concentrations were chosen to demonstrate
the range of caging from light to heavy. Fig.4.1 A and B respectively show
representative probe trajectories from 8.5 mg/ml and 10.5 mg/ml samples.
As expected, higher the concentration of the polymer, more entangled the
polymer leading to smaller and tighter cage experienced by the particle.
Consistent with the trend, as polymer concentration increases, the colloid
trajectories show restricted mobility with well-demarcated, long-lived cages
(compare scale bars in both picture). We did not observe great visual vari-
ability with regard to probe motion in different spots of the same sample
Fig.4.2. This spatial homogeneity in dynamics will be quantitatively verified
later in the chapter.
4.3 Analysis of ensemble-average kind
Each of these methods rely on considering data from all individual trajec-
tories together to calculate a characteristic dynamic variable and its evolu-
tion with increasing lag time. An ensemble characteristic time then involves
identifying a qualitative change in the variable’s evolution corresponding to




Figure 4.2: Spatial homogeneity in probe trajectories
Visual similarity in all recorded trajectories shown for two limiting concentrations
A. 8.5 mg/ml B. 10.5 mg/ml
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4.3.1 Classic mean square displacement (MSD)
As expected, a classic double logarithmic plot of MSD in Fig.4.1C for the
three concentrations shows a smooth evolution from sub diffusive plateau
at early times into diffusive regime at later times. With no surprise, the
plateau at early time corresponding to restrictive caging is sub-linear and
has a smaller exponent with increasing concentration. We also note that it
takes longer to transition into diffusive regime as concentration increases.
We naively ask where the two limiting time exponents intersect on the
MSD. As shown for the case of 10.5 mg/ml, the short time subdiffusive
plateau with time exponent of 0.15 and diffusive slope with time exponent
of 1 intersect somewhere around 0.8 s. This can be considered a simple
and useful estimate of average “transition time” even though the finite data
required to calculate these slopes makes this estimation subjective.
The other useful but crude estimate is the length scale at which this plateau
occurs that could tell us about the cage size. For the 8.5 mg/ml, the plateau
occurs at 0.003 µm2 while for the 10.5 mg/ml it is at 0.0012 µm2 giving
respective cage sizes to be 55 nm and 34 nm respectively. It is to note that
the length scale of “perfect plateau” does not intersect with the timescale
of limiting slope intersection. Caution is also recommended in use of best
illuminating conditions in experiment to ensure high signal to noise in movies
that are analyzed to obtain the short time plateau in MSD. The plateau
should be above the tracking resolution- which was verified here using fixed
particle imaging. Dynamic error for really fast moving particles can also give
false plateaus. In these concentration conditions and acquisition times, our
experiments were ensured to have minimal dynamic error.
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4.3.2 Classic Van Hove
Next, we enquire into nature of displacement magnitudes vis-a`-vis a tra-
ditional Gaussian distribution for displacements in a perfect random walk.
Plotted in SI, Fig. 4.3A is the traditional Van Hove function shown for two
different lag times for the 8.5 mg/ml sample with 1.6 billion trajectory points.
At really short lag time of 16 millisecond, the data (black circles) deviates
from perfect Gaussian distribution (black line) with exponential tails. At a
later time of 0.08 seconds, the distribution (blue squares) is seen to return
to Gaussian form (blue). The timescale of the displacement distribution
returning to Gaussian form was noted for all three concentrations for it rep-
resents relaxation time of larger than Gaussian displacements into familiar
expectation from central limit theorem. We then establish the cause for the
non-Gaussian tails at short time using conditional probabilities.
4.3.3 Van Hove with Conditional Probability
The classic Van Hove function views each displacement independently and
does not capture their origin. If exponential tails of the Van Hove distribu-
tion displacement represent hops or constitute a major portion of hops (as
hypothesized in many studies), we establish that they come exclusively as a
result of backscattering. To do this, we plot the conditional probability dis-
tribution of consecutive projections over original displacement in orthogonal
directions, namely the x12 ∣ r01 and y12 ∣ r01 (See Fig. 4.4A, right panel for
explicit definiton) for the short Fig. 4.3B and longer Fig. 4.3C lag times
previously plotted in Fig. 4.3A. At short time, x12 ∣ r01 (Fig. 4.3B blue data)
is seen to be assymetrical with only negative displacements showing expo-
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Figure 4.3: Van Hove distribution and conditional Van Hove distribution
A. Evolution of Van Hove distribution of displacements (r) for 8.5 mg/ml sample at
16 ms (black circle) and 80 ms (blue square) with their corresponding Gaussian fits
(black and blue lines) B. and C. Conditional Van Hove distributions of orthogonal
projections x12 (blue circles) and y12 (black squares) at 16 millisecond (B) and 80
millisecond (C) for the same data represented in A. At short time the exponential
tail in x12 ∣ r01 is the origin for non-Gaussian tails in displacement r.
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remains symmetric and Gaussian (black line) as expected even at short time.
At later characteristic time (Fig. 4.3C), the distribution in x12 ∣ r01 becomes
symmetric and closer to Gaussian (blue data points and lines) along with
that in y12 ∣ r01 (black data points and line).
Fig. 4.3B unequivocally establishes that the Gaussian tails in classic Van
Hove stem from the backscattering nature of the environment and is made
up exclusively of negative projection of consecutive displacement in direction
parallel to the original displacement. The time scale and length scale of
deviation and return to Gaussian Van Hove matches that of assymetric x12 ∣
r01 distribution to symmetric Gaussian giving quantitative support to our
claim. We note that this is probably the first study to see this asymmetry in
conditional displacement which was predicted [24] but remained unseen[90].
4.3.4 Mean directional memory (MDM)
We now ask if the caging behavior can be identified with “memory” in pure
direction and if loss of this memory has a timescale associated with it. As
shown in the right graphic in Fig. 4.4A, θ is the angle difference between
any two consecutive displacement vectors r01 and r12, θ will on average be
90 °for a true random walk with no memory because it will have an flat
probability in P(θ) from 0°to 180°. However, for a caged trajectory where
subsequent displacements are backscattered or directed inwards with respect
to first displacement vector, P (θ) will be biased towards θ being greater than
90°. In this case, an anticorrelated memory will be indicated by average angle⟨θ⟩ being greater than 90°. The corollary is also true that if drift or positive
correlation existed, ⟨θ⟩ will be less than 90°.
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Figure 4.4: Memory in direction and elastic backscattering
A. Right panel: Schematic describing angle θ between two consecutive displace-
ment vectors r01 and r12 , Average angle ⟨θ⟩ is measured as average of probability
distribution of all such angles at given lag times for displacement vectors r01 and
r12. Left panel: Mean directional memory, MDM (⟨θ⟩-90°) plotted with increasing
lag times for three concentrations (blue triangles, 8.5 mg/ml, red circles 9.5 mg/ml,
black squares 10.5 mg/ml). Open symbols represent data and lines represent single
exponential fits.
B. Right panel, average orthogonal projection vectors of consecutive displacement
x12 and y12 defined with respect to initial displacement r01. A plot of x12 with
magnitude of r01 shows negative correlation with slope C, C being the strength
of this anticorrelation. Left panel: Strength of anticorrelation C plotted with
increasing lag times for two limiting concentrations (red 8.5 mg/ml, blue 10.5
mg/ml).
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measured over increasing lag times ∆t in semi logarithmic fashion reduced
by the terminal residual angle ( 90°) for normalization. This value reduced⟨θ⟩ represents the mean directional memory (MDM) whose positive values
represent anticorrelation, negative value positive correlation and null value a
complete randomization in direction. We see that the reduced MDM is clearly
positive at short times indicating anticorrelated backscattering expected from
caging. MDM then decays towards 90°in a surprisingly continuous and single
exponential decay. Data is plotted with open symbols while solid lines show-
ing excellent single exponential fit to this decay in memory. The decay time
constants for the three concentrations are 0.09s, 0.3s and 0.6 s respectively. It
is notable that at these characteristic times, 67% of the particles completely
randomize their motion i.e. their MDM is zero. However, for all particles
to do this takes 3-4 times the characteristic time. Because the angle decay
follows a well-defined single exponential form and leaves very little room for
subjectivity, we consider this a strong, new candidate to characterize time
scales related to randomization.
We also found that the residual angle is close to 90°although not exact.
Terminal values of average angle plateau at 93°, 95°and 99°respectively for
the three concentrations in increasing order. This suggests some weak, long-
lived residual memory but its correlation with polymer concentration and
implication will not be discussed here.
4.3.5 Backscattering strength
It is also prudent to ask how strong the average elastic backscattering during
caging is and how does it decay with increasing lag time. For this we follow
the method used by [24] to measure temporal correlations in glass transition
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studies. Here the projection of consequent displacement x12 is plotted with
the magnitude of first displacement r01 to see an anticorrelation between these
two variables at different coarsening times ∆t (Figure Fig.4.4 B, right panel
graphic for illustration and Fig.4.5 for representative data). The slope of this
anitcorrelation C is the strength of elastic backscattering during caging. C
decays with time as the probe moves onto the next cage over some average
time. We plot this scalar quantity for two limiting concentrations in Fig.
4.4B. Here the values of C (∆t) are normalized by their plateau value at short
time. For a random walk, the correlation between consecutive projection over
previous step is zero, as shown in right panel schematic and confirmed with
the orthogonal displacement y12 (Fig.4.5) .
Figure 4.5: Displacement anticorrelation
Consecutive projections x12 and y12 plotted over their initial displacement magni-
tude r01 for 8.5 mg/ml sample at lag time 8 millisecond to show slope of anticor-
relation C and its dependence on r01 .
Similar to the original study, strength of backscattering decays to zero
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over time but in this case, very abruptly in less than half a decade in time.
Comparing this with the two decade-long decay of backscattering strength in
glass transition studies [88–90] and juxtaposing the abrupt nature of this de-
cay with the constant exponential decay in memory in this system displayed
in Fig. 4.4A raises interesting questions.
Higher the polymer concentration, longer is this decay time, as expected.
These decay times are measured to be around 0.06s, 0.3s and 0.8s for the
three concentrations respectively. The strength of backscattering denotes the
memory in anticorrelated mobility with higher values of C determining long
steps during kickbacks.
4.3.6 Noise in backscattering strength
The error bars in Fig. 4.4B are not incidental and are reported to represent an
important physical quantity with their nonmonotonic trend. The variance in
projections x12 given previous displacement r01 denotes the chaotic nature of
backscattering with noise reaching a maximum at time scales corresponding
to cage breaking event. For clarity, the error bars are plotted independently
as variance in x12 as a function of r01 in Fig. 4.6 with control shown in
orthogonal direction. Variance in x12 is seen to diverge maximally from
random motion in y12 near a characteristic time scale before decaying further.
This time scale for all concentrations was also noted.
4.3.7 Converging decoherence times
We pause to notice that for 8.5 mg/ml sample (for instance), the charac-
teristic time for five criteria , (namely displacement nonguassianity, con-
ditional displacement asymmetry, displacement anticorrelation strength, its
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Figure 4.6: Noise in backscattering strength
Variance in consecutive orthogonal projections x12 (black) and y12 (red) plotted vs.
magnitude of original displacement r01 with increasing lag times of 16 millisecond
(open circles), 80 millisecond (solid lines) and 130 milliseconds (broken line) for
8.5 mg/ml sample. Values at various times are shifted in y for clarity; all have a
pre-shifted zero for base. While variance in y12 always remains zero, variance in
x12 has a maximum around a characteristic time.
noise, and MDM) to return values designated for random walk or loose co-
herence are remarkably similar. They are 0.08s, 0.08s, 0.07s, 0.08s, and 0.09s
respectively. It is tempting to dive into discussing what this similarity means
and what these time scales represent. But we take a step back and realize
that each of these methods measure an average dynamic characteristic that
needs a finite variance to be representative of the system.
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4.4 Analysis quantifying full distribution
A close look at trajectory in Fig. 4.1A and B tells us that each probe and
its trajectory goes through many cages. Like we argued in the introduction,
an ideal representation of the trajectory and eventually all trajectories would
include description of each individual cage experienced during this motion.
Relaxation times obtained via ensemble average methods or mean values are
true representation of a distribution only if it has a finite second moment.
Hence, now we switch gears to find a distribution of individual cage times.
If that distribution shows a finite second moment, the average of that distri-
bution will then be compared to the properties obtained via methods that
treat the trajectories in ensemble fashion.
4.4.1 Image correlation matrix
In the first automated strategy in this direction, we visualize motion using
image correlation matrix method. We chop the movies to include only one
colloid per frame and then correlate its position with every other frame in
the same movie. We plot the correlation coefficient thus calculated in the
form of a matrix where the row and column numbers are the frame numbers
(Fig.4.7A and B show typical results from trajectory in 8.5mg/ml and 10.5
mg/ml samples). A high correlation indicated with a red pixel implies that
the particle has not moved since the last frame and a low correlation indicated
with a blue pixel means the particle has since moved from its last position.
This exercise allows us to visualize red squares along the diagonal where the
particle is localized for a while and then moves out of its spot producing a
vertex. The vertices on squares on the diagonal then indicate hopping events


























Figure 4.7: Image correlation matrix and full distribution of cage time
and cage size
A. Correlation matrix plotted for 8.5 mg/ml sample. x and y axis denote frame
numbers while blue to red color at each matrix point signifies low and high image
correlation respectively. Blue dots represent algorithmic vertex identification sig-
nifying a hop that demarcates two cages. B. Correlation matrix for 10.5 mg/ml
sample. C. Distribution of cage size Lcage for 8.5 mg/ml sample (black bars) and
10.5 mg/ml sample (red bars) using correlation matrix method. D. Distribution
of cage time τcage for 8.5 mg/ml (black bars) and 10.5 mg/ml sample (red bars)
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As seen for the 8.5 mg/ml sample in Fig. 4.7A, vertices occur quite fre-
quently with small red squares on the diagonal and very little off-diagonal
red squares implying motion to be more exploratory with less probability of
re-visiting a spot. In contrast, the correlation matrix for the 10.5 mg/ml sam-
ple in 4.7B has larger diagonal red squares with fewer vertices but frequent
off diagonal red squares implying frequent revisits to a spot in the already
restricted nature of motion. While both samples have fuzzy outlines of a
square making identifying vertices a computational challenge, the matrices
successfully represent the differences in dynamics between the two limiting
concentrations in a visual manner.
We algorithmically identify the vertex of these squares along the diagonal
(Blue dots along diagonal) which give time reference for each caging event.
Clearly the efficacy of the method relies on the efficacy of identifying vertexes
on these correlation matrices and sometimes locating a vertex can be tricky.
We resort to a method of off-diagonal intensity summation to locate vertices
and verify a subset of results visually. The method works reasonably well
but needs improvement on identification of vertices. We obtain cage size
by calculating the standard deviation of trajectory position between these
time references. The cage size and cage time distributions thus obtained
are plotted for the two limiting concentrations (8.5mg/ml in black and 10.5
mg/ml in red) in Figure 4.7C and D respectively. We see that the distribution
for cage size and cage time are finite with finite second moments. Cage size
distributions for three concentrations from Fig. 4.7C give average values of
58±15nm, 45±11nm (not shown) and 32±7 nm while that of cage time in Fig.
4.7D give averages of 0.14±0.05 s, 0.23±0.1s and 0.69±0.43s respectively.
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4.4.2 Wavelet Transform method
In strategy two for deriving distributions (Fig.4.8 ), we calculate distributions
by analyzing our trajectories with automated multiscale wavelets . This
statistical method is based on wavelet transform and involves using bias-
free universal threholding- the details of which are described elsewhere[12].
The distributions thus obtained look similar to those obtained by correlation
matrix method with cage size values of 62±20nm (red, 8.5 mg/ml), 43±11nm
(blue, 9.5 mg/ml) and 30±8 nm (black, 10.5 mg/ml) and cage time values of
0.15±0.09s (black, 8.5 mg/ml), 0.27±0.19s (blue, 9.5 mg/ml) and 0.72±0.45
s (red, 10.5 mg/ml).
We note that in both the correlation matrix method and the wavelet based
method the hops are ignored while calculating cage size. Hence in systems
with small concentration and large mobility, the error bar in cage size is
huge because any hop would be part of the cage size calculation. This er-
ror continues to be insignificant as polymer concentration increases or time
passes and the difference between fluctuation of cages and hops is statistically
indiscriminate.
4.4.3 Based on physical criteria
To gauge the effect of the assumption that ignoring isolation of hops do not
statistically affect cage sizes we obtained distributions correcting cage size
for identified“hops” in strategy three (results not shown). Using physical
criteria of displacement threshold (dictated by onset of tails in displacement
distribution) and angle criteria (at least one angle is obtuse) to define a
“hop”, we obtained distribution of cage size and cage time between these
hop events. The results agree with the above two methods which either
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Figure 4.8: Distributions of cage time and cage size obtained using
wavelet transform
Distribution in Cage size (left panel) and cage time (Right panel) as calculated
from wavelet based analysis method of trajectories in 8.5 mg/ml sample (red bars
in left panel and black bars in right panel), 9.5 mg/ml (blue bars) and 10.5 mg/ml
sample (black bars in left panel and red bars in right panel)
points to the statistical insignificance of hops (contradicting the definition to
identify hops) or to the rarity of a hopping event.
The latter is truer for high concentration samples with enhanced caging but
might not be true for the smaller concentration. We caution that this third
strategy of defining physical threshold relies on displacement information
between consecutive frames and is more prone to dynamic error compared
to strategy one and two. It is also extremely subjective to the extent of the
criteria identifying hops. So it may prove to be just an intellectual exercise.
4.5 Discussion
The importance of verifying shape and average value of distributions ob-
tained using independent, physically and algorithmically distinct criteria of
identifying caging and hop events cannot be overemphasized and our excel-
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lent agreement among three such kinds of analyses is encouraging. In our
system, the distributions of cage size and cage time quantitatively reinforce
our visual observation that all trajectories are similar in dynamics and we do
not have statistical outliers. In other words, we show a quantative support
for claim of spatially homogeneous probe dynamics.
Armed with the confidence that what we measure is truly reflective of a
system average, we now compare the averages obtained from distributions to
the characteristic times obtained via ensemble methods like MDM, Backscat-
tering strength etc. listed above. The idea is to compare the extent of vari-
ability in these times so as to comprehensively test if “cage time” is a unique
timescale. From the times obtained using ensemble methods, we also note
the corresponding cage size using MSD and compare them with average val-
ues obtained from distribution. The averages of all such cage times and cage
sizes obtained is plotted in Fig. 4.9A for the three concentrations, with error
bars indicating variability between aveages obtained from different methods.
Fig. 4.9A shows cage size (black circles) and cage time (blue triangles)
obtained from around ten independent methods mentioned and is seen having
good consistency among the methods. The results are especially encouraging
at longer cage times given our time resolution is three orders smaller than
1s. More importantly, cage times is semi-logarithmically plotted, hence the
result gains new significance. The histogram of data masked in plotted time
averages are shown on the right panel for two limiting concentrations (red 8.5
mg/ml and black 10.5 mg/ml). For cage sizes, we remind that our resolution
is 5-10 nm and hence we can confidently resolve the differences in cage sizes
measured for these samples. While we do not indulge into the complicated
physics of the entangled polymers that leads to caging and cage breaking, it

















Figure 4.9: Convergence of cage properties and space time dependence of
cage backscattering strength
A. Left panel, average of cage size Lcage (black circles, left y axis) and cage time
τcage (blue triangles, right y axis) calculated from more than five different ensem-
ble criteria and three different distribution algorithms. The error bars represent
variability between methods. τcage is plotted semi logarithmically with the dis-
tribution of averages from these method shown on the right panel with shared
axis for two limiting concentrations (red 8.5 mg/ml, black 10.5 mg/ml) B. Two
dimensional evolution of strength of negative correlation with time and magnitude
of first displacement r01 as defined in Fig. 4.4B for 8.5 mg/ml sample. Red arrow
defines the cage size of 60 nm for shortest lag time of 8 milliseconds above and
below which the kick strength of backscattering is different.
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is a colloid entropically caged in gaps formed by entangled polymers (Fig.
4.1D).
Several polymer solution length scales come to mind while trying to under-
stand probe properties we witnessed in this chapter by the trapped colloid.
The cage trapping the 70 nm radius colloid (dictated by length of tube di-
ameter) is 90-70 nm in this concentration range while individual strands
that make up the cage are polymer blobs of thickness 10 nm and chemi-
cal monomers not bigger than a nanometer. The polymer strand between
entanglements is fluctuating its own size. This means fluctuation of each
cage wall is around 90-70 nm. In this highly fluctuating scenario, a cage is
poorly defined in space and time. This probably explains why cages are not
as well demarcated as that in other systems [64, 88, 92] which see similar
phenomenological caging but have clear separation of cage centers.
Notwithstanding, it is remarkable that we see fairly regular caging behavior
of these colloids in this multiscale environment fluctuation. The full distri-
bution of cage times and cage sizes give us confidence about the simplicity
of our chosen system. While the ensemble average methods require a lot
of statistics, especially as the overall system becomes slower and cage times
increase, the local methods of identifying cage time via image correlation
and statistical wavelet based methods have the advantage of working with
finite dataset. The ensemble techniques on the other hand have advantage
of playing with different criteria for identifying caging and being simple in
execution. The single exponential dependence of MDM, specifically, gives
an unambiguous analytical equation to identify relevant time scale among a
mostly descriptive collection of analyses.
Algorithmically and physically distinct methods give us a coherent but
interesting physical picture to think about. For example, it is remarkable
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that cage strength decays concurrently with randomizing angle which in turn
decays with time scale concurrent with return of anticorrelated displacement
distribution to Gaussian. This places a direct connection between escape
from elastic backscattering of the cage wall, randomizing of probe direction
and randomizing of displacement magnitudes. This realization is not trivial
and to our knowledge not established before. What is also notable is that
in this chaos lies hidden order with loss of memory being continuous and
exponentially decaying. The physical reason for the same remains unclear.
While the decay time in exponential memory loss agrees well with other
criteria of randomization, full randomization in memory (plateau in residual
angle) only occurs in 3-4 times that time. Which means it takes about 3-
4 cages for the random walk with step length of cage size to randomize in
direction while the randomization in terms of displacement distribution is
completed earlier. In other words, the cages themselves could be correlated
locally in directional space which complicates matters further.
Notwithstanding this complication, there are additional observations that
we do not fully understand about the system currently. For example, the
strength of anticorrelation decay observed in colloidal glasses [90]returned a
single slope making it a function of the lag time alone. While we plot this
graph, we obtain a strength of backscatter with a distinct spatial dependence
in addition to time dependence (Fig. 4.5). When this spatial dependence
is coupled with the temporal dependence plotted in Fig. 4.4B, we obtain
a more complicated picture of backscattering strength in space and time
shown for 8.5 mg/ml system in Fig. 4.9B. We believe this unique depen-
dence of backscattering on different length scales stems from the fluctuating
and crowded nature of the environment. Along the r01 axis, it is seen that
a displacement larger than the cage-size (indicated by red arrow at t=8 mil-
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liseconds) experiences a stronger backscatter than the one smaller than the
cage-size. This implies that the backscattering memory is bimodal in nature
i.e., the particle is kicked harder when it manages to break free of a cage. Of
course, statistical occurrence of these successful cage jumps is 1 in 1000-10000
depending on the concentration and can be seen only if we have enough of
these rare events.
These complications, may or may not be system specific but their occur-
rence underscore an important point. It is the need to look at a complex
probe trajectory in a holistic sense , maybe before, determining a model
of anomalous subdiffusion that fits the dynamics [45, 56]. By understanding
how deep correlations run in one variable and more importantly how different
variables are responding to a complex environment fluctuation is important.
It helps identify key parameters that make one environment different from
the other even though both force a probe into a subdiffusive MSD with the
same time exponent for short time plateau [46] and a nongaussian distribu-
tion of displacement with exponential tails [87].
4.6 Conclusion
Going beyond the ensemble numbers and getting a true distribution of all
particles and all caging or localization in an experiment helps one under-
stand the complete energy landscape. As already stated these distributions
also help understand how meaningful average properties are to describe the
dynamics. Investigating several key variables and their co-evolution helps
one distinguish one kind of environment from the other while both of them
may be described by a common model of subdiffusion or exhibit a certain
phenomenon in a common variable.
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We hope the illustration of subdiffusive dynamics and its exploration using
multiple variables showcased here will help many a probe complex dynamics
grappling with problems of uniquely identifying and characterizing the envi-
ronment they move in. Theoretical and simulation enquiries that look into
what unique role directional memory and memory in mobility play and their
relationship with elastic backscattering and convergence of Van Hove distri-
bution to Gaussian form will help us understand the subtlety of randomness.
The specific role of entangled polymer solutions in providing with spatially
homogeneous probe dynamics at all concentrations is the subject of our fol-
lowing study. However, their use as a control environment to study spatially
homogeneous subdiffusion [70] opens up a big avenue to decouple study of
fluctuation and obstruction in probe caging from previously unavoidable and
notorious issues of system porosity, inhomogeneity and aging.
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CHAPTER 5




The literature is confounded about the role of particle size in its diffusiv-
ity within larger polymeric fluids, the fluid itself being well understood at
multiple length and time scales[67]. The phenomenon seems more gen-
eral than the specifics of polymeric fluid being investigated- having been
reported for unentangled polymers[10, 33, 47, 49], lightly[43] and heavily en-
tangled polymers[10, 37]- solutions and melt[33, 81], chemically cross-linked
gels[10, 21, 64], and even biopolymer networks[11]. Orders-of-magnitude
faster-than-expected diffusion has been reported in particles with radius (R)
comparable to system length scales like tube diameter (dT ) for entangled
and cross-linked networks (Fig.5.1, inset) and correlation length (ξ) for un-
entangled systems. All assumptions in classic picture of particle diffusion in
simple fluids- big separation in time and length scales between probe and
surrounding species and stochastic bombardment by latter[27]- are possibly
invalidated in these systems. The ramification of these poorly understood
but new class of particle dynamics is broad; the applications range from new-
age polymeric materials like lubricant additives, plasticizers, nanocomposites,
self-healing materials to concepts of macromolecular crowding like drug de-
livery, cargo transport, and cellular biophysics. The underlying physics is
also clearly relevant to many other diverse physical phenomena that depend
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on diffusion, among them thermodynamic stability, reactivity, kinetics and
questions about nature loss of memory and transition to stochastic random
walk.
Let us naively picture the physical scenario as shown in Fig.5.1C where
a polymeric fluid is made up of meshes of entangled strands characterized
by tube diameter dT (or mechanical mesh size L). A particle that is too
small in radius R compared to the size dT will diffuse away without being
aware of the topological mesh barrier while an extremely large particle will
be unable to ignore them. The analogy is not unlike a big fish caught in a
net because it is unable to slip through the mesh like the small ones. For
the large particle now caught in this mesh, motion is not allowed unless one
of the mesh strands is displaces (called constraint release mechanism under
equilibrium). This release is a possibility in polymer melts and solutions
where the strands reptate away while it is quenched for strands that are
pinned at network points via long-lived or irreversible physical or chemical
crosslinks respectively. Between the two ideal size limits, however, exists a
range of particle size R comparable to dT where the particle might be large
enough to be “caged” by the mesh strands but the fluctuation in the mesh
strands allows the particle to get away. Fluctuation in these mesh strands
are not ignorable because they have a length scale of dT for each strand.
Hence, while strands making up the mesh are fluctuating their own size,
the particle might sneak out at an opportune moment. This mechanism of
particle release from cage via a “hop” has only been hypothesized [10, 37,
43]and not observed. It has been argued to compete with the constraint
release mechanism and allow for particle caging times smaller than reptation
time. Under the constraint release mechanism, the particle couples to the
whole chain dynamics (reptation dynamics) while for the cage hop mechanism
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Figure 5.1: System, Particle trajectory and Mean square displacement.
A. Representative colloid trajectories observed in polymer solutions of increasing
concentration are plotted from right to left. Radius R=70 nm, sulfate functional-
ized colloid moving in 8,000,000 g/mol PEO solutions at concentrations of 6 mg/ml,
8.5 mg/ml, 9 mg/ml, 11.5 mg/ml and 14 mg/ml. Color coding blue (start) to red
(end) shows time lapsed during recording. Scale bars as indicated.
B. Mean square displacement (MSD) of constant radius R=70 nm particle in eight
representative concentration PEO solutions. Pronounced subdiffusion is observed
in particle trajectory as the solution concentration increases in order of 6 mg/ml
(black), 8 mg/ml (red), 8.5 mg/ml (blue), 9 mg/ml (neon green), 9.5 mg/ml (grey),
10.5 mg/ml (brown), 11 mg/ml (purple) and 13 mg/ml (dark green).
C. Schematic of particle of radius R moving in entangled polymer solution of topo-
logical entanglements of characteristic size given by tube diameter dT .
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the particle decouples from the whole chain mechanics giving a deviant and
higher diffusion. The exact role of fluctuation kinetics in abetting, impeding
or being uninvolved in particle release kinetics is a hot topic of theoretical
and simulation investigations[10, 21, 43].
The experimental ambiguity in understanding origins of this phenomena
stems from our inability to directly visualize the particle motion in experi-
ments using optical techniques-a strategy that has proved indispensable in
investigation of other complex dynamics. The roadblocks are twofold. Fluids
like entangled polymers melts and polymer solutions have uniform but really
small (4-8 nm in case of melts) length scales of dT and even smaller ξ which
makes the probes available to probe dynamics at this length scale atypical
[81], non-uniform[33, 37], non-fluorescent or with unsuited fluorescence and
physical properties for optical imaging [57]. Chemically cross-linked poly-
mer gels (which remain fluid like between crosslink points) and biopolymer
fluids have unknown dispersity in dT which makes studies of probe diffusion
inherently biased towards the more porous regions and therefore spatially in-
homogeneous. Recent studies on ensemble averaged particle dynamics based
on scattering and correlation methods have highlighted the magnitude of the
problem but remain limited in their accessibility of time scales and exact
control of the order parameter in question namely, size ratio (R/dT ).
In this chapter, we provide what we believe to be the first direct observation
of size-dependent particle trajectory based dynamics of inert monodisperse
colloids so big that they can be reliably tracked in optical microscope while
being comparable to relevant network length scale of dT in entangled polymer
solutions. We tune the size ratio parameter with high sensitivity by changing
dT (a function of polymer concentration in solution) at constant particle size
R.
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We present six major results.
1. We provide first evidence of the hypothesized particle caging and hop-
ping phenomena wherein the particle is localized in mechanical meshes
created by topological constraints of entangled polymers while contin-
uously randomizing its position via “hops”.
2. The particle dynamics is carefully characterized with order parameter
of cage residence time using multivariate analysis. Both cage time and
cage size is shown to be spatially homogeneous at each size ratio.
3. At small size ratios the particle dynamics is seen to unconventionally
decouple from the classically expected time scale of motion (topologi-
cal constraint released by polymer at reptation time). The decoupling
directly explains overestimation of commonly measured long-time dif-
fusivities. At higher size ratios, the dynamics returns to classical pre-
dictions. The nature of decoupling is either exponential or power law,
the distinction remaining indistinguishable given the sensitivity of size
ratios where the phenomenon was observed.
4. The particle dynamics is surprisingly self-similar across all size ratios
with sub-diffusive mean square displacements (MSD) of 21 experiments
collapsing onto a master curve.
5. The transition from “caging” or subdiffusive dynamics at short times
to pure Fickian dynamics at longer times spans around a magnitude
and half in relative cage time on the master curve suggesting statistical
insignificance of hop magnitudes in changing nature of particle mobility.
6. Fickian dynamics systematically precedes and then succeeds cage times.
System decoherence time (also the cage time) outlives onset of Fickian
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dynamics while the trend is reversed for increasing size ratios. This
phenomenon is quantified in context of role of fluctuation (dT ) or probe
size (R).
These results raise many questions about the nature of particle release and
the collective role of entanglement strands in the aiding (or preventing) the
caging and hopping process. It also raises questions about reconciling the role
of fluctuation vis-a-vis particle size in dictating onset of Fickian dynamics
and maybe more generally applicable to particle diffusion in other crowded
fluctuating systems.
5.2 Materials and Methods
Polymer solution: We chose to make aqueous polymer solutions of large
molecular weight polymer Polyethylene oxide (PEO) in deionized water (Mw=
8,000,000 g/mol, Sigma Aldrich, R g ∼ 230 nm in dilute concentration). A
concentration range of 5-14 mg/ml was used for this study with 21 experi-
ments investigated. PEO was chosen for its vast literature on static network
structure, solution preparation protocol and chain flexibility that ensures
small critical molecular weight of entanglement. The large molecular weight
helps in two ways. It ensures polymer entanglement at less than 1 weight
percentage (overlap concentration c* = 0.3-0.5 mg/ml, entanglement concen-
tration ce = 3-5 mg/ml) avoiding issues of monomer hydrophobicity-induced
structural change and notorious PEO aggregation at higher concentration[22].
It also ensures large dT values upon entanglement so we can confidently use
bright, large and uniform probe sizes to match them.
The particle: The particle used was green fluorescent, monodisperse, sulfate-
charge-stabilized polystyrene colloid (radius 70nm, 7% CV, Invitrogen). The
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anionic sulfate charge functional groups on surface ensure minimal to no
interaction between particle and polymer[73], important to ensure purely en-
tropic energy barriers upon caging. The particles are added at picomolar
dilution to ensure minimal colloid-colloid interaction up to several microme-
ters separation.
Imaging sample: The experimental details are described in previous chap-
ter but in brief, PEO samples were prepared in accordance with careful exper-
imental protocols and lightly hand mixed with picomolar dilutions of colloid
solution. Samples for imaging were prepared by sandwiching the polymer
solution between a cover slip and a microscope slide using a 120 µm spacer.
The solutions were equilibrated at least 12 hours to avoid shear effects of
sealing with the cover slip. Control experiments performed up to 6 days
after making the sample show relatively small aging effects.
Imaging: Hilo microscopy (100X Zeiss oil objective, 532nm laser wave-
length) was used to observe particles and the particle position was imaged
using a sensitive EMCCD camera (Andor) with 8 milliseconds time reso-
lution. The resolution was 16 milliseconds and microscopy switched to epi
fluorescence mode for samples with increased mobility. Excellent signal-to-
noise and microscopy conditions ensured a spatial resolution of about 5 nm.
Data analysis: Particle trajectories were analyzed with home-built anal-
ysis code (Matlab) and we recorded more than a billion position points of
colloid at representative concentrations. Our maximum drift was found to
be 5-7 nm/sec and does not affect the results at time scales relevant to the
discussion.
Network properties: The rheology measurements were carried out using
AR-G2, TA instruments for the highest concentration PEO solutions to esti-
mate high frequency plateau and reptation time. Small amplitude oscillatory
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shear experiments were used for the same in the linear stress regime. The
samples used for shear experiments were neat polymer solutions in absence
of colloids.
Theoretical estimates of network properties: Tube diameter was estimated
for each concentration using high frequency plateau modulus Ge(φ). High
frequency plateau modulus of PEO melt Ge(1) = 2MPa at 140 °C was used
with the scaling law Ge(φ) = Ge(1) φ2.3 to obtain property of PEO solutions
for investigated concentrations at room temperature. The plateau modulus
is related to the mechanical mesh size L [67] which in turn is related to tube
diameter dT via the correlation length scale ξ. Reptation time τrep for each
concentration was estimated using methodology followed in [67]. Uncertainty
in establishing critical molecular weight of entanglement for PEO results in
estimated error bars in reptation time calculation. The error does not affect
the scaling, only the absolute values estimated. To calculate theoretical esti-
mate of Stokes-Einstein diffusion coefficient of particle in polymer solution,




From left to right, Fig.5.1A shows the measured two-dimensional trajectory
of a particle moving in five representative PEO solution concentrations of
6,8.5, 9, 11.5 and 14 mg/ml. The color in the trajectory denotes relative
times lapsed in the trajectories of similar length; blue representing the start
of the trajectory and red the end. Several observations meet the eye from
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the trajectories. First and foremost there is a familiar signature of parti-
cle localization and delocalization termed “cage-hop” motion as observed in
the pioneering study on glassy colloids and colloids trapped in entangled
actin[88–90]. But there are three important qualitative differences. One,
the caging and hopping seem more regular and frequent with very many
cages traversed in a single particle trajectory implying hopping to be a not-
so-rare event. Second, it is harder to discriminate between adjacent cages
by identifying a large jump/hop than previous studies probably implying
that hopping is not statistically as distinguishable as in-cage displacements.
Third and most important, we do not see any spatial inhomogeneity between
our colloid motilities at different places in the sample. All colloids, every-
where in the sample move equally slow. From the trajectories shown it is
also seen that as the sample concentration is increased the colloid mobility
is understandably decreased (compare scale bars). The decrease seems to be
accompanied by longer residence times in the cages as the cages appear more
dense in displacement due to many revisits.
5.3.2 Subdiffusive to diffusive MSD
We plot the colloidal MSD measured in eight representative sample concen-
trations on double logarithmic scale in Fig.5.1B as a classic enquiry into
identifying the nature of diffusion. At lowest polymer concentrations (black
and red curve) the colloid seems to be mostly diffusing with linear time
evolution of MSD while at later concentrations short time plateau in MSD
emerges that becomes increasingly long-lived at higher concentrations. The
short time plateau is due to sub-diffusive dynamics of the colloid where mean
square displacement evolves sublinearly with lag time as MSD ∼ tα, where
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α < 1. Dynamics at all concentrations eventually transitions into diffusive
regime where MSD evolves linearly with time and coefficient of diffusion as
MSD = 2Dt, according to the famous Ficks law. The transition happens
later, of course, for the more concentrated samples.
That cage-hopping dynamics shows subdiffusive MSD is not a surprise.
Motion of a colloid confined in a cage or simplistically particle confined in a
box explores the limited confined space repeatedly with anticorrelated dis-
placements. Since relationship between displacements lacks decoherence re-
quired for a pure random walk, the particle is said to have memory in motion.
The walls of the box constrict the space explored by the particle leading to
sublinear evolution of MSD. However, insights from the particle in the box
model do not go beyond the qualitative reassurance of expecting subdiffusive
dynamics. In this experimental case the particle trajectory is seen but not
the walls of the box; the box is physically made of fluctuating, invisible, thin
polymer strands, which seem to repeatedly confine as well as let the particle
out.
5.3.3 Obtaining cage time
The delicate question is how to identify the confining capacity of the box or in
other words the time spent by particle in a cage? There are two approaches
to this question. One takes a common variable that identifies said memory in
ensemble averaged motion and observes its decay as the motion transitions
into a random walk. The decay time in memory could be taken as average
cage time. The other approach is to use algorithms to identify individual
instances of cage residence in all particle trajectories and find a statistical
distribution of cage residence times. The cage residence in the second sce-
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nario has to be defined by model-free statistical criteria. To avoid conceptual
bias in identifying the cage, we follow both approaches simultaneously (de-
scribed in chapter 3). We use multiple, independently defined variables for
characterizing system memory and obtain independent accounts of ensemble-
averaged cage time τcage. We also use the multivariate approach to identify
individual hop events and compile statistical distribution of τcage at each con-
centration. The average of the statistical distribution agrees well with the
ensemble averaged cage times obtained using the first strategy. We also show
that τcage distributions show finite variance giving quantitative credence to
our observation of spatial homogeneity among particle trajectories.
5.3.4 Behavior of cage time
The average cage time τcage obtained at each sample concentration is dou-
ble logarithmically plotted as a function of size ratio (R/dT ) in Fig.5.2A
(open blue triangles) for all experiments. Chain reptation time data τrep is
plotted in the same figure but against inverse of tube diameter for it is a
polymer solution property in absence of colloids (rheological findings green
crosses, theoretical estimates black line with grey error bars). As expected
from scaling theory, τrep ∼ (1/dT )2.2 for theoretical estimates and agrees with
rheological measurements fairly well. At the largest size ratios, we see that
experimental measurement of τcage agree well with the trend in rheological
and theoretical estimates of τrep. However, as the size ratio of the particle
to solution tube diameter becomes smaller than one, τcage dramatically and
qualitatively decouples from trend in τrep over a small range of size ratio
change. The solid red line in Fig.5.2A represents a power law functional
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form and fits the data well to the equation
τcage ∼ (R/dT )(10.2±1.4)
It is also likely that the cage time decouples in exponential fashion
τcage ∼ e[(10.2±1.4)∗(R/dT )]
as shown in Fig.5.3. The small range of size ratio over which this decoupling
occurs makes the distinction between power law and exponential functional
form subjective, within experimental variance. For the smallest size ratios,
we observed no prominent subdiffusive plateau in experiment assumed to
indicate caging and hence τcage, if any caging occurs at all, is assumed to be
smaller than experimental time resolution of 16ms.
5.3.5 Diffusion coefficient
The terminal diffusion coefficient measured from MSD is plotted in dou-
ble logarithmic fashion as a function of (R/dT ) in Fig.5.2B with open blue
triangles. Stokes-Einstein prediction of diffusion coefficient of a sphere of
radius R=70 nm in a fluid with steady state viscosity equivalent of PEO
solution concentration is plotted in black line. Vertical grey error bars stem
from theoretical uncertainty in viscosity estimations. Similar to Fig.5.2A, at
larger values of size ratio, the trend in D follows Stokes-Einstein prediction
of D ∼ (1/dT )−5.1. However, at values of size ratio lower than 1, D systemat-
ically decouples from classic predictions and follows a power law functional
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Figure 5.2: Size dependence of particle dynamics.
Left panel: Double logarithmic plot of cage time as a function of size ratio. Open
blue symbols are measured cage time using multivariate analysis of particle tra-
jectories. Reptation time of the polymer is plotted as a function of inverse tube
diameter dT according to theoretical expectation (1/dT )2.1 (black line with grey
dotted error bars) and rheological measurements of high concentration polymer
solution (green crosses). Cage time of particle at small size ratio is seen systemati-
cally decoupling from whole chain dynamics as a power law with exponent 10.2±1.4
(red line). 16 milliseconds is the experimental time resolution at smaller size ratios
above which no caging was observed.
Right panel: Double logarithmic plot of particle terminal diffusion coefficient as a
function of size ratio. Open blue symbols represent experimental measurements.
Expected diffusion constant of R=70 nm particle in polymer solution with theoret-
ically estimated steady state viscosity is shown (black lines with grey error bars)
to scale as (1/dT )
5.1. Red line represents the decoupling observed as enhanced dif-
fusion at small size ratios and takes a power law form with exponent value -12.5±
1.4 .
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Figure 5.3: Exponential form of decoupling at small particle size.
This figure shows data shown in Fig.5.2 but plotted here in a semi logarithmic
form. This is to show alternate ability of exponential dependence in fitting data
over a small range of size ratio. Red lines in top and bottom panel are exponential
with coefficient similar to power law exponents.
form
D ∼ ( R
dT
)12.5±1.2
shown with solid red line. Again, because the range in size ratio over which
this is observed is small, an exponential form of decoupling with
D ∼ e[−(12.5±1.2)∗(R/dT )]
is also likely as shown in Fig.5.3.
Several key conclusions emerge from Fig.5.1 despite the ambiguity over
exact functional form of decoupling dynamics. First, it is surprising to see
the trend in diffusion coefficient mirror that in cage time given the caging
phenomena dominates short time particle mobility and coefficient of diffu-
sion decides mobility in terminal regime. This underscores the importance
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of caging phenomenon in directly dictating particle mobility at long times.
Second, trend in particle mobility changes qualitatively around size ratio of
1. It can be explained by the hypothesis that seems to hold true; the mech-
anism of cage hopping dominates particle motion at smaller size ratios while
at larger particle sizes, constraint release is the dominant mechanism of par-
ticle motion. This also agrees with the prediction made about simultaneous
existence of these two competing processes at all size ratios wherein the par-
ticle mobility is decided by the faster process. Third, we observe that the
decoupling of diffusion coefficient is slightly steeper than that of cage time.
We will return to possible cause for this observation in the discussion section.
5.3.6 Cage size compared to polymer mesh size
In Fig.5.4 we plot the estimated average cage size Lcage vs. mechanical mesh
size L for our experiments. We measure (using our multivariate analysis
method) the average variance of displacement during cage time giving us
Lcage. We can also obtain the full distribution in Lcage for every cage every
particle has ever experienced (note, each trajectory shows several localiza-
tions) and show that the average of the distribution agrees well with the
ensemble averaged cage size Lcage measured at each concentration. Mechan-
ical mesh size L is a polymer solution property that determines its stiffness
and is related to tube diameter via the volume associated with an entangle-
ment strand of length dT and radius ξ.
Do the entangled network strands physically cage the particle and if so is
there a correlation between the predicted sizes of polymer meshes and the
cage size shown by particle displacements during cage time? Our experi-














Figure 5.4: Cage size versus mesh size.
Linear correlation between cage size obtained from multivariate particle trajectory
analysis and mechanical mesh size of polymer solution estimated from literature.
Half symbols show experimental determination of Lcage while green crosses show
mesh size obtained using rheological experiments.
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clear at larger mesh sizes, which correspond to the smaller size ratios. As
mesh size becomes smaller at higher polymer concentration, the cage size
measured doesnt change much and plateaus at around 30 nm. The origin
of this plateau could be from optical resolution constraints, algorithmic con-
straints in demarcating smaller cage sizes, or due to increase in number of
mechanical meshes constraining one particle at larger size ratios giving rise to
a collective elasticity different from that expected in pure polymer solution.
A more detailed discussion will follow.
5.3.7 Subdiffusive MSD collapse
Three seemingly different particle dynamics in our experiments have a com-
mon theme - they are all subdiffusive in MSD but to varying degrees. The
smallest concentrations show very light subdiffusion with relatively high short
time sublinear exponent (α = 0.95-0.8) where no MSD “plateau” was ob-
served and we concluded the particle was not caged. The concentrations
where cage-hop is observed show lower sublinear exponent for MSD at short
time (α = 0.5-0.3), which translates to a pronounced MSD “plateau”. At
highest concentrations, the MSD plateau is long-lived (short time sublinear
exponent α < 0.3) and the particle is caged until the polymer topological
constraint reptates away.
In Fig.5.5, we plot MSD of all experiments on a dimensionless collapsed
master curve that underscores this phenomenological similarity. The inde-
pendent variable is relative time t/τcage shifted by a factor χ and the de-
pendent variable is the mean square displacement normalized by particle
terminal mobility MSD/2Dt.
This unconventional way of depicting the MSD allows the advantage of
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Figure 5.5: Master curve showing collapse of particle mobility across
twenty one experiments.
Main figure: Mean square displacement is normalized with terminal mobility and
plotted as a function of dimensionless relative time with shift factor χ. Short time
negative slope of one (black dash line) symbolizes pure arrest while the long time
zero slope plateau (grey dotted line) denotes pure diffusive regime. The area under
the curve bounded by the limiting slope lines shows the long transition time from
particle arrest to onset of Fickian dynamics.
Inset: Fluctuation parameter χFickian is plotted against ratio of probe size to
characteristic fluctuation in polymer solution. χFickian = 100χ represents the
decoupling between decoherence time (selectively known as cage time) and onset
of Fickian dynamics. When χFickian < 1, onset of Fickian dynamics succeeds
decoherence time and when χFickian > 1, memory in particle trajectory is seen
outliving Fickian dynamics.
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noticing the important subdiffusive caging process with heightened impact
while the classic diffusion regime gives a plateau with zero slope at large time.
We draw attention to four important observations. First, all 21 experiments
collapse beautifully on each other showing a self-similar process of dynamics
at all length and time scales. Second, we have plotted the master curve to
quantify and visualize the limit of pure particle arrest to its transition into
the limit of pure Fickian mobility. In other words, the short time slope of
the master curve is one while the long-term slope is zero. Third, the more
mobile particle MSDs are time shifted in their onset towards the limit of
Fickian mobility elucidating the role of fixed experimental observation time.
Fourth and most importantly, the transition from the limit of pure arrest to
pure Fickian diffusion takes four orders in time (strictly speaking), i.e. the
transition time is very long.
5.3.8 Shift factor χ and onset of Fickian dynamics
When t = τcage/χ on the master curve, the MSD time exponent has a sublinear
value of α = 0.85. Now, this arbitrary value of slope has no significance until
we realize that the shifted time allows us to therefore also have a common
reference for when dynamics in all experiments becomes purely Fickian with
MSD time exponent α = 1. From our graphs, the MSD/2Dt seems to reach
a perfect plateau around t = τcage/100χ. We can redefine a new shift factor
χFickian = 100χ when dynamics at all concentrations becomes completely dif-
fusive. Thus the shift factor χFickian acquires an important physical meaning.
It marks the onset of Fickian dynamics on a time scale relative to cage time
τcage.
χFickian now represents the degree of decoupling between onset of Fickian
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dynamics and cage time. We plot χFickian as a function of size ratio in Fig.5.5
inset. We notice that it takes a value slightly above one for our smallest
concentration and decays with size ratio as a power law χFickian ∼ (R/dT )−10.
The functional form could also be an exponential χFickian ∼ e[−10∗(R/dT )] for
reasons stated before. We can describe two regimes based on the value of
χFickian. Mathematically when χFickian is less than one, cage time precedes
onset of Fickian dynamics and vice versa for χFickian being greater than 1.
But we do not observe any caging for our smallest concentration for which the
latter phenomenon. How do we reconcile our observations? In the following
discussion section, we explore these intriguing results.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Concept of decoherence
We return to the primary question of what defines “caging”? In our attempt
to not pick a single definition but use many parallel criteria we discover that
at average cage time
1. Mean square displacement (MSD) can have different local sublinear
slopes
2. 63.2% of the particles (1-1/e) have completely lost their mean direc-
tional memory (MDM)
3. The strength of backscattering in particle displacement has become
zero
4. The noise in displacement backscatter has reached a maximum
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5. The displacement probability (Van Hove function) returns to Gaussian
form and
6. The particle position has moved in image frame
The common thread in definitions 2-6 is losing memory or coherence in dy-
namics. This decoherence time is found to be more common in particle dy-
namics than the classic but qualitative criteria of observing a MSD plateau
to define “caging”. For example, our smallest two concentrations do not
show a plateau in MSD (quantitavely α > 0.5) and hence were concluded to
be not “caged” but show a signature decoherence time like the rest of the
experiments.
5.4.2 Decoherence decoupled from onset of Fickian dynamics
It is not surprising in caged dynamics of particles to expect Fickian dy-
namics to succeed caging. But the idea that Fickian dynamics in termi-
nal regime precedes caging is non-intuitive. However, the phenomenon of
onset of Fickian dynamics preceding measured decoherence time is a long-
standing observation in many fields and a recent discovery in experimental
soft materials[85, 87]. In the soft materials experiment where a probe was
tracked in multiple kinds of fluctuating environments, decoherence time was
reported in lieu of slow evolution of a solo order parameter, namely the Van
Hove function into Gaussian form when observed MSD remained Fickian. It
was hypothesized to have origins in system fluctuations having length scale
larger than the probe size. The hypothesis remained qualitative since there
was no good way to characterize system fluctuation length scale.
Here we observe a switch in the nature of decoupling between decoherence
time and onset of Fickian dynamics. They both follow and precede each
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other depending on the relative size ratio between particle and tube diameter.
Now, we explore size ratio as an order parameter that also quantifies relative
importance of fluctuation length scale at constant probe size.
5.4.3 χFickian as fluctuation parameter
Our experiments give a quantitative avenue to reconsider the problem of
probe size on dynamics in an environment with large fluctuations. Entan-
gled polymer solution has the advantage of having a well-characterized length
scale of fluctuation in addition to length scale of static structure. As observed
in schematic shown in Fig.5.1C, not only do polymer strands upon entangle-
ment form a network of topological constraints characterized by size dT but
they are also individually engaged in fluctuation of size dT . Hence a probe
of size R encounters not just the topological constraint when R > dT but also
their fluctuation. Following the same reasoning, entanglement strand fluctu-
ation probably dominates over the topological constraint when R < dT which
is the length scale relationship qualitatively proposed in the earlier study
from this lab[85, 87]. When fluctuation length scale in the system is larger
than probe size, the observation of Fickian dynamics preceding decoherence
time stands consistent between the two studies.
Identifying this phenomenon then lends a new meaning to shift factor
χFickian. As a fluctuation parameter, it can quantify the effect of fluctua-
tion on probe size as the length scale of fluctuation is progressively reduced
compared to probe size. In our experiment, the particle diameter 140 nm
is very close to tube diameter ∼122 nm at our smallest concentration where
χFickian > 1. As tube diameter becomes smaller with increasing polymer
concentration in solution, the fluctuation parameter becomes smaller than
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1. This is followed by a switch in the nature of decoupling between onset of
Fickian dynamics and decoherence time.
This finding is tantalizing in the face of recognizing that complete loss of
memory in particle dynamics is not a sufficient criteria for onset of Fickian
dynamics. In other words, random motion can both precede and succeed
Brownian motion depending on size of the particle relative to fluctuations
(and topological constraints) in the environment.
5.4.4 Nature of subdiffusive to diffusive transition
The nature of particles MSD transition from subdiffusive to diffusive dy-
namics has never been questioned in literature although the transition is
ubiquitous in reports (for recent example [8]). It is widely known that a
subdiffusive trajectory shows MSD time evolution in the form of ∼ τα where
α increases from a value less than one to one but details on the time taken
for this recovery, the functional form and implication on environmental dy-
namics remain unexplored. In light of this realization, the collapse of particle
MSDs at different concentrations becomes either an interesting or a mundane
discovery.
Fig.5.5 shows the subdiffusive to diffusive transition of particle MSDs nor-
malized with their terminal mobility at all sample concentrations. As pointed
out earlier, we chose the limiting slope at short time to be 1 (black dash line)
corresponding to pure arrest of the particle and the terminal diffusion shows
up as a plateau with slope zero (grey dotted line) at long time. We then
see that the area between these limiting slope lines describes the transition
time and spans around four-five decades in time. Another way to realize the
longevity of this transition is that the time taken for α to transition from 0.85
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to 1 (from t = τcage/χ to onset of Fickian plateau) is two orders of magnitude.
This transition time seems very long and we wonder if other systems that
typically show subdiffusive MSD have this attribute. In Fig.5.6, we compare
our transition with colloidal and non-colloidal probes that show this transi-
tion due fundamentally different physical processes. MSD from colloids in
colloidal supercooled liquid (red squares), colloid markers in colloidal glasses
(blue squares)[88], and two representative subdiffusive trajectories from sin-
gle molecule observation of polymer absorption accompanied by long levy
jumps (magenta and purple lines) [96] are shown. The τcage for the poly-
mer adsorption MSDs and glassy colloid MSD were floated while that for
the colloidal supercooled fluid was taken to be the cage time as defined from
non-Gaussian parameter peak. Shift factor χ was chosen as 10 to overlap the
diffusive part of MSD as a reference point.
Surprisingly, we found the MSD from other experiments showing subdiffu-
sive dynamics to also collapse with each other but not with our experimental
results. The qualitative difference between these two classes of curves is
the transition time taken to go from pure arrest to pure diffusive motion.
As seen in Fig.5.6, the area under imaginary lines with limiting slopes of 0
and 1 is a fraction of a decade in time for experiments borrowed from other
publications. Any change in τcage or shift factor χ cannot reconcile these
differences for even though a transition time is relative to value of chosen
parameters; fundamental nature of collapse is made absolute with choices 1
and 0 for limiting slopes. In other words, the transition from pure arrest to
purely diffusive dynamics is extremely rapid in dynamics as varied as that
of probe colloid moving in super cooled colloidal liquid, colloidal glass and
probe polymer absorbing and taking long jumps on surfaces.
First, we try to reason the origin of rapid transition time in collapse of re-
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Figure 5.6: Comparative distinction in nature of subdiffusive to diffusive
transition.
Rapid transition time in subdiffusive colloids tracked in supercooled liquids (red
squares), arrested glassy fluid (blue squares) and two single molecule polymers un-
dergoing adsorption followed by long jumps showing subdiffusive dynamics (ma-
genta and purple lines). The time taken to change functional form from arrest
slope of negative one at small time to diffusive plateau at long time is less than a
decade in these experiments.
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sults in other experimental systems, all of which show some sort of localized
motion followed by randomizing jumps. A short transition time implies that
the process of getting out of localized motion for the probe is dramatically
altering the mobility of the probe. For polymer absorption on solid substrate
followed by long jumps of truncated levy statistics, the length scale of jump is
dramatically larger than length scale of confinement, shown by its Van Hove
function. Hence a jump from a confined cage adds tremendously to parti-
cle mobility fundamentally altering the nature of time dependence of second
moment of displacement. In case of a crowded system like colloidal super-
cooled fluid or colloidal glass, the scenario is more complicated. The upturn
in MSD is reportedly dominated by a subpopulation of particles that move in
inhomogeneous porous regions of the fluid with enhanced mobility. The more
mobile portion of the particles studied also accounted for non-Gaussian dis-
placements in Van Hove function. Also, the particles that undergo cage-hop
motion i.e. the slower population jump at least one particle diameter during
the hop process. This is because the cage is also made of colloidal particles
of the same size as the probe. Hence the fluctuation inside the colloidal cage
(length scale of β relaxation) is small or at best comparable to cage wall
width (hop length scale of α relaxation). Hence, the hopping process and
mobile subpopulation of colloids are believed to aid dramatically in altering
the mobility of probe dynamics at an ensemble average cage time.
A hop in addition to randomizing motion in direction, we learn, can also
aid in particle mobility tending motion to be more diffusive. The latter is
especially true if the length scale of hop is much larger than length scale of
confinement. For particles moving in entangled polymer solutions as in our
experiments and other crowded systems noted in some recent experiments,
this criterion seems to be not followed. Non-Gaussian parameters calculated
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in our experiments are small (0.2-0.3 at best, not shown) compared to motion
reported in glassy dynamics implying that the contribution of non-Gaussian
tails in our Van Hove function is not significant. The hops seem to be as
probable and as long as twice that expected from pure Gaussian displace-
ments for shortest times and become even less significant as time progresses
as seen in Fig.4.3.
At first glance, it appears that the length scale of in-cage fluctuation is
larger than length scale needed to escape the cage in our experiments. It is
not hard to imagine why hops would play such a small part in a system like
entangled polymer solutions probed with a ∼ 100 nm colloid. A hop physi-
cally overcomes a cage wall barrier at the least. The cage wall in this case is
only as thick as correlation blob (few-10 nm) while the cage itself, the cage
fluctuation length scale and the particle diameter is ∼ 50-100 nm here. This
statistical insignificance of the hops probably leads to its inability to alter
mobility in probe MSD. Hence it torturously reaches Fickian dynamics in
30-100 cage times making the upturn in MSD a process that spans multiple
decades in time. It is also interesting to see the attainment of Fickian dynam-
ics as a random walk with displacements equaling cage size and time steps
equaling cage time. It appears that it requires at least 30-100 displacements
to make a walk completely random on random two-dimensional matrix. This
idea is not unlike the finite size effect of random walk or the conundrum of
when an oligomer becomes a polymer [23]. Encouraged by discovery of long
MSD transition time in nucleoplasm recently studied in [8], we hypothesize
that in all crowded systems which are not wildly heterogeneous in porosity
and where the inter cage separation is comparable to individual cage sizes,
the transition time from pure arrest to diffusive transition can be expected
to be decades long in time.
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There is a possibility of cages themselves being correlated in space, which
would cause losing directional memory a challenge as particle hops from one
cage to another in a non-random fashion. This could possibly delay the
transition from subdiffusive to diffusive dynamics. There is some experi-
mental evidence to support this hypothesis in Fig.5.7. We plot the residual
mean directional memory (MDM) as noted in Fig.4.4 as a function of so-
lution concentration. Briefly, MDM in an anticorrelated caging motion is
positive (complimentary angle between displacements on average > 90) and
was found to decay towards zero in a single exponential fashion. However,
the loss of memory in direction was found to never quite be exactly zero
and we found presence of a long time, steady state plateau in MDM. It
could also be a possibly slow relaxation process that wasnt identified with
enough statistics at long times. We approximate it as a plateau nonetheless
and plot the residual MDM angle with increasing concentration. As seen in
Fig.5.7, there is a positive correlation between long time steady state mem-
ory and polymer concentration. This implies that it is ever so harder for a
probe to be completely random in a more concentrated solution. There is
always long-lived or slowly decaying residual directional memory. However,
this residual directional memory was seen to have a dramatic dependence on
sample aging time. It dropped more than 50% between 24-48 hours of addi-
tional aging while other observables like diffusion coefficient and caging time
showed relatively less variability. This was especially pronounced at high
polymer concentration solutions. In absence of a good control of measured
variable and lack of any evidence to support spatial arrangement of cages,
we consider this explanation weak. Also the idea of spatial decoherence in
polymer probes absorbing with long levy jumps is easy to understand while
that of colloidal cages in glassy fluids is unknown as a control explanation.
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Figure 5.7: Long-lived residual memory correlation with size ratio.
Increased residual directional memory in particle dynamics observed with higher
concentration of polymer solution.
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5.4.5 On the role of experimental time window
Fig.5.5, the MSD collapse of subdiffusive dynamics, allows us the advantage
to notice the role of experimental time window on unveiling the holistic pic-
ture of particle dynamics. We span seven orders of magnitude in time of
subdiffusive dynamics using the collapsing strategy. This far exceeds our ex-
perimental time window in tracking particle dynamics that spans four orders
of magnitude in time (Fig.5.1B).
The self-similarity between MSDs then makes us ask of what is missed in
observation when using a fixed experimental time window to observe particle
dynamics. Does the particle moving in the smallest polymer concentration
that predominately diffuses freely on our experimental time scale experience
arrest at inaccessible smaller time scales by a polymer segment of smaller
length scale? By extrapolation, a particle moving in 6 mg/ml sample ex-
periences pure arrest around 3µs. The polymer structural unit that relaxes
at this time scale is a correlation blob of size ξ ∼ 25 nm. Correlation blob
ξ is one dimension among the three associated with occupied volume of an
entanglement strand or equivalently the volume of mechanical mesh. It is
also notable that the mechanical mesh size Lcage is comparable to particle
size R=70 nm at this concentration.
Even though the correlation blobs do not pose a topological constraint to
the particle, it is intriguing to imagine the analogy of stochastic bombard-
ment of space filling but correlated (chain connected) correlation blobs on
particle having the same arrest effect on particle dynamics as entanglement
strands for solution at higher concentration. But of course, this extrapola-
tion of arrest at inaccessible time scales is phenomenological suggestion from
the observed collapse and will need experimental validation.
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5.4.6 Onset of Fickian diffusion as a function of size ratio
The timescale given by the ratio τcage/χFickian gives the time at which the par-
ticle dynamics becomes completely Fickian and can be called τFickian. Since
both cage time and fluctuation parameter have a power law or exponential
dependence with opposite signs, τFickian will also show power law or exponen-
tial dependence, only with an exponent or slope twice the initial observation.
This implies that as particle size is reduced compared to fluctuation length
scale, the onset of pure diffusive motion will occur dramatically quickly.
5.5 Notes on cage-hop mechanism vis-a´-vis polymer
dynamics
5.5.1 Number of entanglement meshes around the particle
The na¨ıve picture of schematic representation of system in Fig.5.1C is truer at
smaller size ratios when the particle is smaller than the topological mesh size.
However, we recognize that as the particle size becomes larger compared to
tube diameter, the number of meshes surrounding the particle increases. The
accurate estimate of number of meshes needs details of number of strands
that make up a topological mesh but it is safe to assume that it scales as
a property of the ratio of surface areas and hence grows as (R/dT )2. Using
Euler rule, we observe that the number of strands, n, also needs to scale
roughly as (R/dT )2.
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5.5.2 Entanglement strand relaxation and number of
entanglements
Our smallest concentration is moderately entangled while the largest con-
centration has about 15 entanglements per chain. The entanglement strand
relaxation time range for the concentrations used in the experiment is from
3 - 0.4 milliseconds. The smallest cage times measured at smallest size ra-
tios are also a few milliseconds but quickly become more delayed while the
entanglement strand becomes smaller and relaxes even faster. Hence we can
argue that at near onset of polymer entanglement concentration, if the parti-
cle size ratio (R/dT ) = 1, the particle will not be caged at timescales relevant
to entanglement strand but it will show decoherence time at the order of
the entanglement strand relaxation time. However, to argue that cage-hop
mechanism is only relevant for highly entangled polymers, more systematic
experiments at larger size ratios need to be performed for lightly entangled
systems.
5.5.3 On changing tube diameter vs. changing particle size
for observing effect of size ratio
Particle size, R, is held constant while parameter dT is varied in our experi-
ment. We notice that while our size ratio dependence of Diffusion coeffcient
is slightly higher than the τcage. If the power law functional form of depen-
dence D ∼ (1/dT )−12.5 is to be believed then for cases where R is comparable










D ∼ d2T(1/dT )10.2 ∼ (1/dT )−12
This can also be explained by viscosity arguments. Effective viscosity sensed
by the particle
η ∼Stiffness of network sensed by particle × terminal relaxation time of particle
∼ ( 1
dT
)3 × τcage ∼ ( 1
dT
)3 × ( 1
dT
)10.2 ∼ ( 1
dT
)13.2
as D ∼ 1η ∼ ( 1dT )−13.2. If a thought experiment was to be carried out where
the particle size R is now changed at constant dT in the system, we believe
the dependence of both D and τcage on size ratio (R/dT ) will be of equal
strength since the stiffness of network sensed by the particle does not change
at constant dT .
5.5.4 On the nature of decoupling: power law vs. exponential
It is not easy to differentiate between the two functional forms that both seem
to describe the experimental data well. As mentioned before, the difficulty
arises for lack of big range of size ratios over which the decoupling is observed.
However, the choice between them implies different physical origins of the
decoupling.
Exponential form of diffusion coefficient has been witnessed for both theo-
retical and simulation studies with origins in different physical mechanisms.
They include presence/absence of polymer latitudinal dynamics for poly-
mers fixed at crosslink points[21], distortion of polymer mesh by inclusion
of particle void [10] and lack of explicit inclusion of ”cage-hop” dynamics
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[95] . Exponential functional form can be verified experimentally by verify-
ing temperature dependence of cage time and diffusion coefficient. In case
of assumption of activated dynamics, the topological constraint of polymer
mesh forms the activation barrier. The activation energy needed to cross the
barrier then scales exponentially explaining the time required for this barrier
crossing to have this functional form.
On the other hand, power law as a functional form of decoupling allows giv-
ing context to the problem in terms of fluctuation-assisted hopping. At this
point, we do not bifurcate fluctuation into longitudinal and lateral since our
experiments contain chains that can reptate. The key distinction from ex-
ponential form is in the assumption that the collective entanglement strands
fluctuation assists hopping by opening up a void large enough for particle
to escape as opposed to forming an insurmountable barrier waiting to be
crossed. Cage time can then be thought of the waiting time until a success-
ful hop event occurs. The probability of this hop event will then be decided
by criteria of collective cooperation of all entanglement strands involved in
caging the particle. We expect this kind of fluctuation-assisted hopping to
not be an activated process and not show exponential dependence on thermal
energy.
5.5.5 Dynamics: activated or not?
Two studies [33, 81] that experimentally studied dynamics of gold nanopar-
ticles and collapsed polymeric chains in polymer melts at different temper-
atures found minimal to no effect of temperature on dynamics even though
they observed enhanced diffusion, giving credence to the argument of non-
activated barrier crossing. It is notable that the enhancement they found
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is remarkably consistent with our experimental results even though they
measured dynamics in absence of solvent in pure polymer melt. At around
2R = dT , Diffusion was enhanced by 200-250 times and this can be verified
with the trend in Fig.5.2B. It is surprising that the role of hydrodynamics
seems to be negligible, at least for terminal properties like diffusion coeffi-
cient.
It is notable that other systems [85, 88, 92, 96] observing dynamics of
particles crossing activation barriers observe statistically large hops/jumps
to do so. These systems are marked with high non-Gaussian parameter;
dominant long jumps that show as marked non-Gaussian tails in Van Hove
functions. Of course, in all the other experimental systems porosity and
spatial inhomogeneity go hand in hand. Thus it is hard to comment on the
nature of activation barrier in crowded systems with space filling crowders
based on lack of certain similarities in observed dynamics from other systems.
5.6 Conclusion
Clearly many more experimental investigations will be needed to completely
understand the mechanism of size dependent particle dynamics decoupling
from whole chain polymer dynamics in entangled polymer solutions. The
role of solvent in influencing this dynamics, the role of crowding by globu-
lar macromolecules versus entangled polymers, size dependence of anisotropic
rods as probes etc. are areas of active research. Our experimental results un-
derscore the importance of directly visualizing dynamics of this complicated
size range to explain deviance from classic expectations. They also reveal a
novel way to look at the elusive but important role of dynamic fluctuations
in addition to static topological barriers in explaining enhanced mobilities.
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